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Abstract

Scalable quantum photonic technologies require generating, manipulating, and de-
tecting a large number of single photons entirely on-chip. An essential component
of such photonic circuits is an efficient, deterministic source of highly indistinguish-
able photons. Semiconductor quantum dots offer a promising route towards this
aim. Embedding these solid-state emitters within photonic nanostructures modu-
lates their surrounding optical environment, and provides a direct interface to their
emission properties. In this way, efficient generation of highly indistinguishable,
pure photons with near-unity coupling to photonic structures has been reported.

So far, most successful approaches utilize passive photonic nanostructures, that
are extremely sensitive to spatial and spectral variations in the quantum dots. As
semiconductor quantum dots nucleate at random during growth, this poses a major
obstacle towards efficiently and consistently enhancing their emission properties.
A central challenge in realizing quantum dot emitters as truly on-demand sources
of single photons thus becomes efficiently interfacing their emission properties in a
controllable way, independent of their position.

This work introduces two novel devices addressing this issue: a mirror with
tunable reflectively, and a tunable phase shifter. These devices are based on the
emerging class of nano-opto-electro-mechanical systems, with optical responses that
are modulated by nanoscale mechanical deformations induced by electrostatic ac-
tuation. This effectively electro-optic interface allows for efficient reconfiguration
on-demand by applying an external voltage bias. These devices offer in-plane, com-
pact geometries, are compatible with cryogenic temperatures, and can be integrated
directly on-chip.

Characterization of the nano-mechanical mirror demonstrated tuning of the
transmission of a broadband coherent light source through the device by up to 98 %,
corresponding to an extinction ratio of 17.0 dB. This was shown over a wavelength
range of over 35 nm, with a mechanical displacement of only 23 nm. The efficient
reconfigurability of the mirror makes it an excellent candidate for creating tunable
on-chip cavities. The nano-mechanical phase shifter demonstrated enhancement of
the emission rate of an embedded InGaAs quantum dot by up to a factor 2.44. Nu-
merical models are developed that support the findings of both devices and indicate
that the performance of the phase shifter can be significantly enhanced by reducing
device losses.

On their own, or in combination with other photonic structures, these devices
offer a promising path towards efficient, on-demand single-photon sources, essential
for the realization of advanced quantum photonic architectures on-chip.
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1
Introduction

The second half of the 20th century ushered in a scientific revolution within the field
of quantum physics [1]. Previously, physicists had seen great success in applying the
laws of quantum mechanics to understand some of the most fundamental forces of
nature. While these developments profoundly increased our understanding of the
physical world, it was a slight change of perspective in the 1980’s that ended up
defining the modern role of quantum physics: rather than viewing quantum systems
as something to be explained, scientists started viewing them as something that
can be designed [2]. This lead to the unification of quantum mechanics, information
theory, and computer science, to form the field of quantum information theory, which
today has become a cornerstone of contemporary quantum physics.

At the heart of this new paradigm is the quantum bit, the quantum mechanical
analogue to a classical computational bit. Whereas a classical bit can encompass the
values 0 and 1, for a quantum bit, or qubit, these two values correspond to quantum
states, of which the qubit can exist in any superposition thereof [3]. The amount of
information stored in an n-qubit system scales as 2n, giving a quantum computer
the potential to become exceedingly more powerful than a classical computer could
ever become [4]. Quantum information protocols have been developed that would be
near-impossible to implement on even the most advanced classical supercomputers,
but can be efficiently solved with quantum computers. The most famous examples
include Shor’s factoring algorithm [5] (which, if successfully implemented, would se-
riously endanger the security of current public-key cryptography schemes), Grover’s
database search algorithm [6], and protocols for the simulation of quantum systems
[7, 8].

Single photons stand out as excellent candidates for the realization of several
quantum applications, as qubits can be encoded in numerous degrees of freedom
of the photon, such as polarization states, spatial modes, and temporal modes [9].
Proof-of-concept demonstrations of universal quantum computing on a photonic
platform has recently been shown with linear-optic photonic processors [10, 11].
The tremendous potential of the quantum photonic foundation is further under-
lined by a publication released just days before the hand-in of this thesis, in which
Gaussian boson sampling with up to 50 photon inputs was achieved, for the first
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time demonstrating quantum computational advantage with photons [12]. It is es-
timated that it would take the most powerful classical supercomputer in the world
600 million years to do such a computation - here, it was performed within an hour.
Furthermore, as single photons are the natural carriers of information over extended
distances, they would be integral in a future quantum internet [13, 14], promising se-
cure communication with quantum key distribution protocols [15], and secure access
to remote quantum computers [16].

However, the realization of large-scale quantum photonic technologies require
an efficient, on-demand source of highly pure, indistinguishable single photons [17,
18]. Semiconductor quantum dots have in recent years seen rapid advancements,
and offer a promising route towards a fully deterministic photon source [19]. These
solid-state emitters can be embedded directly in photonic nanostructures such as
waveguides [20], photonic crystals [21], and nano-scale optical cavities [22] which
modulate the surrounding optical environment to enhance vital emission properties
such as emission rate, coupling efficiency and photon indistinguishability. These
structures are however inherently fixed upon fabrication, and the achieved enhance-
ment therefore shows pronounced sensitivity to spatial and spectral variations of
the quantum dots [23]. As the prevalent method of growth for quantum dots rely
on self-assembly, the randomness of their nucleation leads to irregular spatial distri-
butions and inhomogeneously broadened emission frequencies, thus posing a severe
obstacle for further advancements [24]. Developing a truly on-demand, high-purity
single-photon source towards scalable quantum photonic experiments therefore re-
quires active control of a quantum dot’s emission properties by manipulating the
surrounding optical environment.

This could be achieved with reconfigurable photonic devices. For such devices
to be efficiently integrated within photonic architectures, they must be operable
at the cryogenic temperatures required for coherent quantum dot emission [25], ex-
hibit high reconfigurability and have small, in-plane geometries. A suitable platform
for creating devices meeting these criteria is found in nano-opto-electro-mechanical
systems (NOEMS), a novel class of hybrid systems coupling optical, electrical and
mechanical degrees of freedom [26]. NOEMS rely on mechanically modifying pho-
tonic structures at the nanoscale via electrostatic actuation to tune optical fields,
thus creating an effective electro-optic interaction. As opposed to several other
means of interfacing optical fields, this interaction is strong regardless of the mate-
rial properties of which it is composed, and can therefore be applied to numerous
material platforms. This approach has recently been used to successfully imple-
ment high-performance optical switches [27], phase-shifters [28] and tunable optical
nanocavities [29] on-chip.

In this work, two novel, reconfigurable photonic devices for controlling the emis-
sion properties of embedded quantum dot emitters are presented: a tunable mirror,
and a tunable phase shifter. These integrated, chip-scale devices are based on the
NOEMS framework, with the optical response modulated by an in-plane mechanical
motion induced by electrostatic actuation. This thesis will focus on presenting the
underlying theoretical framework governing their working principles, the methods
and techniques required to fabricate them, and the results of comprehensive mea-
surements characterizing their optical responses.
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In chapter 2, the quantum dot emitter, as well as the light-matter interaction
governing its emission, is first introduced. A summary of the relevant theories de-
scribing the opto-electro-mechanical interaction in these devices is presented, and
theoretical models simulating the devices’ performances are developed. Chapter 3
introduces the processes and methods relevant for fabricating the devices (as well as
numerous other photonic devices), and chapter 4 describes the experimental setup
used in this work. The results and subsequent discussions of the optical charac-
terization measurements of the devices are split into two chapters, with chapter
5 presenting measurements to quantify the tunable reflectivity of the mirror, and
chapter 6 presenting measurements to determine the emission rate enhancement of
an embedded QD with the phase shifter. Lastly, chapter 7 gives an overview of the
obtained results and an outlook to future works.
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2
Nano-mechanical devices for

quantum photonic circuits

Photonic integrated circuits (PICs), comprised of a combination of optical compo-
nents, allow for integrating numerous photonic functions on a single chip of semicon-
ductor material. Intuitively similar to electronic integrated circuits, the difference
lies in PICs processing optical signals as opposed to electronic signals. In recent
decades, PICs have become increasingly important in modern telecommunication
systems, to improve the speed and reduce the size of optical transceivers while keep-
ing low network power consumption. Today, rapid developments in semiconductor
growth and manufacturing techniques allow for the development of PICs for quan-
tum applications, e.g. for implementing quantum information protocols based on
linear optics, benefiting from the compactness, reconfigurability and low-loss that
integrating optical channels and elements directly on a single chip provide [11]. As
an example of such PICs, fig. 2.1 shows a universal linear optical processor, consist-
ing of 15 Mach-Zender interferometers with 30 thermo-optic phase shifters, that can
be programmed to implement up to 1000 quantum experiments [10]. Here, single
photons are supplied by an external source and are coupled into the PIC.

Figure 2.1: Universal linear optic processor. A compact, waveguide-based
PIC in silica-on-silicon, which can be programmed into arbitrary configurations
for a multitude of quantum experiments. Revision of figure from [10].

However, implementing large linear-optical quantum circuits with tens of quantum
bits set very demanding scaling requirements [30], since many high-rate streams of
single photons have to be efficiently coupled in the circuits. Therefore, to realise large
scale and compact complex quantum architectures, integrating deterministic single
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photon sources directly on-chip becomes a necessity [31]. A promising candidate for
such integrated sources are self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots (QDs) embedded
in GaAs nanophotonic structures [23]. These QDs offer near on-demand and highly
indistinguishable photons, and have been studied rigorously in the past decade [32,
33]. Utilizing QDs as single-photon sources in advanced quantum photonic inte-
grated circuits (QPICs) requires efficient control of their emission properties [34],
ideally with photonic devices directly integrated on-chip. Efficient collection can
be obtained by embedding QDs in 1D single-mode waveguides [35], and including
a mirror ensures that emission is only collected in one direction [36]. However, the
random nucleation of QDs during growth lead to random spatial distributions and
inhomogenous spectral distributions. As pictured in fig. 2.2, this collection scheme
may therefore lead to suppression of the QD emission rate. By modifying the optical

λ/2

Figure 2.2: Quantum dot emission in a 1D waveguide with a movable
mirror. (Top) The geometry of a 1D waveguide ensures that the QD (red tri-
angle) emits mainly into guided modes. Placing a mirror to direct all emitted
photons in one direction may lead to suppressing the QD emission, as the posi-
tion of the QD may place be at a node of the surrounding field (|E|2 indicated by
green curves). (Bottom) The QD emission can be greatly enhanced by moving
the mirror, placing the QD in an anti-node of the surrounding field.

environment surrounding the QD, intuitively comparable to moving the mirror, the
emission rate of the QD can be directly interfaced [37]. A promising platform for
creating a photonic device with such functionality is found in NOEMS [26]. In this
project, two such devices built on the NOEM framework are presented. The cen-
tral building block for these devices is the NOEM directional coupler (DC), which
has recently shown promising results utilized as a photonic router [38]. The electri-
cally controlled, nano-mechanical DC offers low losses, high reconfigurability, quick
switching times and a compact footprint, making it an excellent foundation for the
further development of integrated photonic devices. This chapter will first introduce
the QD single-photon sources used in this work, and illustrate how the light-matter
interaction can be controlled by modifying the emitters’ environment. A descrip-
tion of the NOEM DC and the coupled-mode theory governing its operation is then
given, followed by an introduction to the novel NOEM based devices that are the
main focus of this thesis, concluding in a derivation of their working principles.
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2.1 Single-photon sources

The performance of single-photon sources can be gauged by three figures-of-merit
[19]: (1) Single-photon purity - only single photons should be emitted, meaning
a negligible probability of emitting multiple photons, (2) single-photon coupling
efficiency - coupling between emitted photons and desired optical modes should ap-
proach unity, and (3) indistinguishability - for use in most quantum applications,
single photons are required to be highly indistinguishable. Self-assembled QDs, most
notably InGaAs QDs embedded in GaAs semiconductors, have proven to be an ex-
cellent choice of single-photon emitters, due in part to their high performance in all
three of these figures-of-merit, and in part because they can be directly integrated in
a QPIC. In this section, an introduction to the optical properties of self-assembled
QDs is provided, followed by a description of how they can be interfaced to nanopho-
tonic waveguides.

2.1.1 Quantum dots

A common approach to creating QDs is by the epitaxial (layer-by-layer) growth of
semiconductor heterostructures, through a process known as the Stranski-Krastanov
method, relying on the self-assembly of the QDs [23]. As an example, the growth
of InGaAs QDs grown on top of a GaAs substrate, similar to the ones investigated
in this work, is considered. Initially, monolayers of InAs are grown layer-by-layer
on top of a GaAs substrate by molecular-beam epitaxy, a process that is described
in detail in chapter 3. Due to the 7 % mismatch in lattice constants between InAs
and GaAs, strain is introduced between the two layers. As the thickness of the
InAs wetting layer is increased, this strain is released with the formation of small,
randomly positioned, pyramidal shaped islands - also known as quantum dots [39],
pictured in fig. 2.3.a. Subsequent capping of these QDs with GaAs protects them
from oxidation, and gives them a more truncated pyramidal shape. This method
of growth yields an inherently random distribution of QDs, but the density can be
controlled by adjusting the growth parameters. Typical self-assembled QDs are 1-10
nm in height, and 10-70 nm in width.

In a semiconductor material such as GaAs, the electron dispersion relation in the
conduction band (CB) can locally be approximated by a parabola. The electrons
experience a strong periodic potential reflecting the crystal lattice of the semicon-
ductor, meaning that the curvature of the CB can no longer be determined using
the rest mass of the electron. Instead, the curvature is dependent on the effec-
tive mass of the electron. The effective mass describes the motion of an electron
wavepacket in a periodic potential, as if it was a free electron. However, in the va-
lence band (VB) of the semiconductor material, the curvature is negative, resulting
in a negative effective mass, as illustrated in fig. 2.3.b. Exciting an electron to the
CB creates an absence of an electron, that due to the negative effective mass, rises
up in the VB. This absence can be understood as a new type of particle, denoted
a hole. Exciting an electron to the CB can thus be thought of as generating an
electron-hole pair, a process which has the same energy as the band gap energy.
Within the QD, nanoscale confinement in all three spatial dimensions leads to an
effective zero-dimensional system with discrete energy levels in both the CB and
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Figure 2.3: Self-assembled InGaAs quantum dots. a. Monolayers of InAs
(orange) are deposited on top of GaAs (blue), and strain is released in the random
formation of island-shaped structures (QDs) that are subsequently capped by a
layer of GaAs. b. Electronic band structure in a QD. Electrons in the CB fall
down, while holes in the VB rise up. The VB is split into three sub-bands due
to spin-orbit interactions and confinement. c. Energy diagram of a QD along
the growth direction. Electrons can be optically excited to the CB forming an
electron-hole pair, which may be trapped within the QD due to its lower energy
band gap, where it may recombine with the emission of a single photon.

valence band VB, as shown in fig. 2.3.c. The energy levels mimic those of an atom,
resulting in QDs often being referred to as artificial atoms (though QDs typically
consist of ∼ 105 atoms). As is also evident from the figure, the energy band gap
between the CB and VB bands of InGaAs is smaller than that of the surrounding
GaAs, an example of a type I heterointerface [40]. These two factors allow the for-
mation of a Coulomb interaction bound state, known as an exciton |X〉, consisting
of an electron and a hole occupying the CB and VB, respectively. This corresponds
to one of several possible excited states of the QD. With time, the electron-hole pair
may recombine by emitting a single photon, leaving the QD in its ground state. The
average time it takes for an exciton to recombine is defined as the lifetime, and is
around 1 ns for QDs in bulk. The lifetime, or spontaneous decay rate, can however
be highly modified by altering the QDs surrounding dielectric environment. The
energy of the emitted photon is identical to that of the energy levels within the QD.
Differences in QD size leads to variations in the energy levels, thereby causing an
inhomogenous broadening of the spectral distribution of the emitted photons from a
QD-ensemble. Spatially isolating single emitters in low-QD-density materials allows
for addressing individual QDs, and by implementing resonant excitation schemes,
even individual transitions can be addressed [41], in conjunction providing a near
on-demand source of very pure single-photons.

2.1.2 Excitation schemes

Several schemes can be implemented to optically excite QDs, that depend on the
frequency of the pumping laser. One such scheme is above band excitation, in which
the frequency of the pumping laser is equal to that of the GaAs band gap energy.
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This is illustrated in fig. 2.3.c, where an electron-hole pair is formed in the GaAs
band gap that eventually becomes trapped within the QD due to the lower band gap
energy of InGaAs. This method is easy to carry out in the lab, but has the disad-
vantage of possibly exciting higher exciton energy levels, producing a multi-emission
spectrum. The excitation energy can also be quasiresonant, and match either a con-
tinuum of states in the wetting layer (with a similar mechanism to above band
excitation), or an excited exciton state (also known as p-shell excitation). Finally,
an excitation energy resonant with the exciton transition energy directly excites
electron-hole pairs within the QD, providing the cleanest spectrum, but is more
challenging to implement experimentally as it requires filtering the resonant excita-
tion laser to achieve pure single-photon emission. A nanophotonic device capable
of filtering residual light in resonant QD excitation [41] was recently developed in
the Quantum Photonics group, making this excitation scheme more feasible. In this
work, QDs are mainly addressed by the above band excitation scheme using a pulsed
diode laser with a central emission wavelength of 795 nm, as this method does not
require filtering of residual light.

2.1.3 Spontaneous emission of quantum dots in nanostruc-

tures

A considerable advantage of using semiconductor QD emitters is that they can be
directly integrated in photonic nanostructures. This not only provides efficient col-
lection of the emitted photons, but also allows for directly modifying the properties
of the emitter using its surrounding environment. In the following, the emission
properties of a QD incorporated in a one-dimensional nanobeam waveguide is de-
scribed using the local density of optical states (LDOS) formalism. In short, the
LDOS is the spatially-resolved density of optical modes at a given frequency, a
quantity which directly determines the spontaneous emission of an emitter, and
more generally, the local light-matter interaction strength.

Electronic states in semiconductor quantum dots
In the following derivations, the QD emitter will be approximated by a two-level
system with an excited state |e〉 and ground state |g〉, separated by the transition
frequency ω0. For a periodic potential such as in the crystalline structure of a
semiconductor, the electron wave-function is given by the Bloch wavefunctions [42]:

ψk(r) = uk(r)e−ik·r, (2.1)

where k is the electron wave-vector. The Bloch wavefunctions are periodic, with
similar periodicity as the atomic crystal structure. A heterojunction such as the
type-I heterojunction of an InGaAs QD in GaAs, can be represented in the envelope
function formalism as a slowly-varying perturbation of the crystal lattice potential.
In this case, the electron (or hole) wave-function is approximated by a Bloch-function
evaluated at k = 0, modulated by a slowly-varying envelope function Fn(r):

ψn(r) ' Fn(r)un0(r), (2.2)
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where the index n denotes the band-index (n = c, v for CB and VB, respectively).
Within the QD, the VB is split into three otherwise degenerate sub-bands: the
split-off, light hole, and heavy hole bands, as shown in fig. 2.3.b. The split-off band
is shifted to a lower energy due to spin-orbit interactions. The light and heavy
hole bands have different effective masses (hence their names), resulting in different
curvatures. They have different Bloch functions, which ultimately affect the optical
selection rules in the QD. As the transitions between the conduction band and
heavy-hole band have the lowest energy, it is in most cases a good approximation
to neglect transitions to the light-hole band [23]. The relevant transition in QDs
are therefore between electrons and heavy-holes, and the excited and ground states
become:

Ψe(r) = 〈r|e〉 = Fe(r)uc0(r),

Ψg(r) = 〈r|g〉 = Fhh(r)uhh0(r).
(2.3)

Spontaneous decay of an emitter
In the Wigner-Weisskopf approximation [43], the radiative decay rate of an emitter
can be calculated using Fermi’s golden rule [44], which gives the transition rate
between an energy eigenstate of an emitter to either a discrete state or continuum
of states:

Γi→f =
2π

h̄

∣∣∣〈f | Ĥint |i〉
∣∣∣2 δ(Efinal − Einitial) (2.4)

The initial and final states are in this case given by:

|i〉 = |e〉 ⊗ |0〉 ,

|f〉 =
∑
k

|g〉 ⊗ |1k〉 , (2.5)

where |1k〉 corresponds to an emitted single photon with wave-vector k (disregard-
ing the two polarization components for each wave-vector). In the electric dipole
approximation, the interaction Hamiltonian is given by:

Ĥint = −qr̂ · Ê(r0, t), (2.6)

where q is the elementary charge, r̂ is the dipole moment operator, and Ê(r0, t) is
the electric field evaluated the position of the quantum dot r0. In quantized form,
the electric field is given by:

Ê(r) = i
∑
k

ekEk(Ek(r)âk − E∗k(r)â†k), (2.7)

where ek is the field orientation unit vector, Ek(r) is the spatial distribution of
the electric field, and âk and â†k are the field annihilation and creation operators,

respectively. The amplitude of this field is the vacuum fluctuation field Ek =
√

h̄ωk

2ε0
,

where ωk is the optical angular frequency. Plugging in the expressions for the electric
field, interaction Hamiltonian, and initial and final states into eq. 2.4 and dismissing
terms yielding zero gives:

Γrad =
2πq2

h̄

∑
k

E2
k| 〈g| r̂ · ekE

∗
k |e〉 |2δ(h̄ω0 − h̄ωk). (2.8)
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Decomposing the dipole moment into r̂ = r̂er and substituting the expression for
the vacuum fluctuation field, the equation simplifies to:

Γrad =
πq2ω0

h̄ε0
| 〈g| r̂ |e〉 |2

∑
k

|er · ek|2|Ek|2δ(ω0 − ωk). (2.9)

For the case of a QD, the matrix element 〈g| r̂ |e〉 can be derived in the envelope
function formalism (assuming a slowly-varying envelope function) as [42]:

〈g| r̂ |e〉 = rvc 〈F ∗hh|Fe〉 , (2.10)

where rvc = 〈uv| r̂ |uc〉 is the dipole matrix element between element between the
CB and VB.

The final expression for the spontaneous decay rate thus becomes:

Γrad =
πq2ω0

h̄ε0
|rvc|2| 〈F ∗hh|Fe〉 |2ρ(r0, er, ω0), (2.11)

where the projected local density of optical states

ρ(r0, er, ω0) =
∑
k

|er · ek|2|Ek|2δ(ω0 − ωk) (2.12)

has been introduced. It describes the mode density of the vacuum fluctuation field
that is ”seen” by an emitter. The resulting emission spectrum is a Lorentzian with a
central frequency ω0 and FWHM of Γrad. Equation 2.11 shows that the spontaneous
decay rate can be controlled by modifying the LDOS. The suppression or enhance-
ment of the spontaneous decay rate is commonly known as the Purcell effect, and
can be implemented with photonic nano-structures in the emitter’s environment
to modify the LDOS. The ratio of the enhancement due to the environment, as
compared to in a homogeneous bulk medium, is given by the Purcell factor :

Fp =
Γrad
Γhom

. (2.13)

Altering the LDOS thus also allows for control of the radiated power, as for a
continuous-wave excitation the radiated power is:

P = h̄ω0Γrad. (2.14)

In this work, InGaAs QDs are embedded within suspended GaAs nanobeam
waveguides. Due to the high difference in the refractive index of GaAs (n2 ≈ 3.55
for λ = 940 nm at room temperature) and air n1 ≈ 1, light is confined due to total
internal reflection. Changing the physical size of the waveguides changes the effective
refractive index neff of the guided modes with propagation constants β = kneff , and
only allows guided modes fulfilling kn2 > β > kn1 [42]. Modes with propagation
constants β ≤ kn1, leak out of the waveguide, and are hence called leaky modes.
For a GaAs nanobeam waveguide of width 300 nm and thickness 160 nm, only the
fundamental transverse electric (TE0) and transverse magnetic (TM0) modes are
allowed to propagate. The TE0 mode is of special interest, as this has an electric
field component mainly oriented in the y-direction, as illustrated in fig. 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Quantum dot emission in a nano-beam waveguide. The
dimensions of the waveguide ensure that only single-modes are allowed to prop-
agate. An embedded QD (red triangle) primarily emits in the guided TE0 mode
(green wave) due to having an in-plane dipole moment. Non-guided mode emis-
sion is suppressed due to total internal reflection.

This is an important feature, as the dipole moment of the QD is entirely in-plane
and located in the middle layer of the waveguide. This enables a greatly enhanced
coupling to the guided TE0 mode, with a rate given by Γwg, and a suppressed
decay rate to the leaky (non-guided) modes denoted Γng. The coupling between
emitter and guided modes is quantified by the β-factor (not to be confused with the
propagation constant):

β =
Γwg

Γwg + Γng + Γnrad
, (2.15)

where Γnrad is the rate of intrinsic nonradiative recombination. Maximizing the
β-factor is therefore highly desirable. For a dipole located near the center of the
waveguide, and a dipole moment aligned with the electric field, β-factors can be as
high as 95% [45].

2.2 The directional coupler

2.2.1 Photonic switches

The ability to route single photons between different quantum nodes is the corner-
stone of wide range of reconfigurable QPICs. In such circuits, the essential building
block is the switch, also known as the single photon router - in practice a tun-
able beamsplitter. Making complex quantum photonic architectures feasible means
ensuring that the elementary switch features: compact footprints, short switching
times, low optical losses, low power consumption and low driving voltages [46].
Most switching approaches, such as thermo-optic [47] and electro-optic [48], rely on
altering the refractive index of the waveguide material in combination with Mach-
Zender interferometers to facilitate switching. While they often show promising
results in one or more key areas, it comes at the expense of poor performance in the
others. Rapid developments in micro- and nano-electro-mechanical systems (MEM-
S/NEMS) in combination with optical integrated systems have in recent years lead
to several novel switching devices of high performance. A novel switching approach,
merging the research disciplines of deterministic photon-emitter interfaces and nano-
opto-electromechanics (NOEMs), presents an elegant and efficient method of photon
routing (pictured in fig. 2.5) [38]. The capabilities and promising potential of the
core device component, namely the central tunable directional coupler (DC) found
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in the NOEM switch, is in this work implemented to create new on-chip devices
with different functions that are essential for QPICs. Therefore, an introduction to
the working principles of the DC and underlying coupled-mode theory is given in
the following.

2.2.2 The tunable beamsplitter

An illustration of the DC is pictured in fig. 2.5. It consists of two single-mode
waveguides with a small gap in between. Being in close proximity to each other
causes the guided modes of the two waveguides to couple (a complete description
is given in section 2.2.3), leading to transfer of power between the two waveguides.
This is the principle behind the DC (red dashed box in fig. 2.5). Control of the
power transfer is achieved by attaching pairs of metal electrodes on slabs connected
to both waveguides (dashed black box). Applying a voltage across these electrodes
induces an attracting electrostatic force that pulls the central waveguides apart, al-
tering the coupling between the modes. This allows to completely route light into
either waveguides, as well as any power ratio in between (fx a 50:50 beamsplitter).

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the tunable beamsplitter. The guided modes
of the waveguides couple evanescently, enabling a transfer of power. The power
transfer can be reconfigured by applying a voltage across the electrodes, tuning
the gap distance between the waveguides by electrostatic forces. Taken with
permission from [49].

The displacement as a function of voltage is calculated by modelling the two elec-
trodes as parallel plate capacitors exerting a force F ∝ V 2, and finding the static
solutions to Hooke’s law F = −ky [26]:

(d0 − y)2 y − V 2ε0Lst

2kT
= 0, (2.16)

where y is the waveguide displacement, t and d0 are, respectively, the thickness and
initial distance of the slabs on which the electrodes sit, V is the applied voltage, ε0
the vacuum permitivity, Ls the length of the freely moving electrode, and kT is the
total stiffness of the system.
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Equation 2.16 reveals two things about the DC. First, at voltages greater than

VPI ≥

√
8ktd3

0

27ε0Lst
, (2.17)

no solution is found for eq. 2.16, meaning that the electrostatic force is greater than
the restoring spring force, causing an irreversible pull-in of the electrodes, defining
the maximal travel range possible. For typical device stiffness and dimensions used
in this work, a pull-in voltage in the range of 10-15 V is typically found. Secondly,
dy/dV increases with voltage, meaning that at low voltages, little tuning is to be
expected, and vice-versa for high voltages. Setting the maximal applied voltage to
around 9 V, corresponding to a displacement of around 40 nm for each actuator,
therefore strikes a good balance between device performance and durability, and will
be used in this work.

2.2.3 Introduction to coupled-mode theory

The previous section described the electro-mechanical coupling, and how applying
a voltage to two electrostatic actuators leads to a displacement of the waveguides
in the DC. This section will focus on deriving how varying the central gap distance
affects the coupling of the guided modes in the two waveguides, and how this relates
to the transfer of power. The system investigated is similar to that of fig. 2.5,
where two parallel waveguides, waveguide 1 and 2, oriented along the x-direction
and separated by a gap distance d, carry TE optical modes of free-space wavelength
λ0 (wave number k = 2π/λ). The waveguides are assumed to be loss-less and
single-mode. Considering first the case where the two waveguides are isolated, their
individual propagating modes then take the form:

E1,2(r) = e1,2(y, z)e−iβ1,2x, (2.18)

where e1,2 are the fields of the two guided modes and β1,2 = n1,2k are the propagation
constants in waveguide 1 and 2, respectively. Bringing the waveguides in close
proximity to each other, coupled-mode theory [50] then describes how the evanescent
tail of E1 extends to waveguide 2 and E2 to waveguide 1, introducing a perturbation.
Under the assumption that this perturbation is small, the fields guided by the two
coupled modes may be approximated by a linear combination of the two individual
modes:

E(r) ≈ a1(x)e1(y, z)e−iβ1x + a2(x)e2(y, z)e−iβ2x (2.19)

where the two amplitude functions, a1(x) and a2(x) have been introduced. The
evolution of the amplitude functions are given by the coupled-mode equations [51]:

da1(x)

dx
= −ig21a2(x)e−iδx,

da2(x)

dx
= −ig12a1(x)e−iδx.

(2.20)
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Here, the phase mismatch δ = β2−β1 and the coupling coefficients g21 and g12 have
been introduced. The coupling coefficient g21 is given by the overlap integral of the
evanescent tail of waveguide 2 and the guided mode of waveguide 1, and vice-versa
for g12. For symmetric waveguides, it is assumed that g21 = g12 = g due to energy
conservation. As light couples evanescently, the coupling factor g is expected to
follow an exponential dependence on the distance [42]:

g = g0e
−κd (2.21)

with g0 being a constant that depends exclusively on the properties of the isolated
waveguides, and κ being the photonic tunneling constant of the evanescent mode in
the gap region. Equation 2.21 shows directly the relation between waveguide cou-
pling and gap distance. At this point it becomes useful to switch to an alternative
view, in which the two waveguides are treated as a single system with two orthog-
onal (normal) modes which do not couple. The fields of the normal modes of this
composite waveguide system are derived by rewriting the coupled-mode equations
(eq. 2.20) with the introduction of A1,2(x) = a1,2(x)e−iβx:

d

dx

[
A1(x)
A2(x)

]
= −i

[
β g
g β

] [
A1(x)
A2(x)

]
. (2.22)

The matrix M can be decomposed to:

M =

[
β g
g β

]
= SDS−1 (2.23)

where S is a matrix composed of eigenvectors of M , and D is the diagonal matrix
constructed from the corresponding eigenvalues. They are:

S =

[
1 1
1 −1

]
, D =

[
β + g 0

0 β − g

]
, S−1 =

[
1/2 1/2
1/2 −1/2

]
. (2.24)

By inserting eq. 2.23 into 2.22, the basis is changed from the individual waveguide
system to the combined waveguide system:

d

dx
S−1

[
A1(x)
A2(x)

]
= −iDS−1

[
A1(x)
A2(x)

]
, (2.25)

In this basis, two normal modes can propagate in the DC: a symmetric mode and
anti-symmetric, given by:[

AS(x)
AAS(x)

]
= S−1

[
A1(x)
A2(x)

]
=

1

2

[
A1(x) + A2(x)
A1(x)− A2(x)

]
. (2.26)

Solving eq. 2.25 shows that these normal modes propagate according to their prop-
agation constants:

βS,AS = β ± g. (2.27)

The symmetric and anti-symmetric modes can be written in terms of the modes of
the individual waveguides:

aSe
−iβSx =

1

2

(
a1e
−iβx + a2e

−iβx) ,
aASe

−iβASx =
1

2

(
a1e
−iβx − a2e

−iβx) , (2.28)
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Figure 2.6.a illustrates how the evanescent tails of the individual waveguides fields
combine either in or out of phase to create the symmetric and anti-symmetric normal
modes, respectively.
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Figure 2.6: Properties of the DC. a. Field profiles of the modes in the
DC. The guided modes of the individual waveguides (green) couple to form the
symmetric (blue) and anti-symmetric (red dashed) normal modes. b. Numerical
analysis with suitable parameters yield values for the propagation constants βS
and βAS of the normal modes, as a function of waveguide displacement. The
right axis show values for the coupling factor g, found both numerically (black
circles) by 2g = ∆β and analytically by fitting eq. 2.21 (purple dashed line),
showing good agreement. c. Transmission at the two output ports of the DC as
a function of waveguide displacement. The dashed lines illustrate the switching
distance ∆y required to achieve full switching from an initial gap distance of y0.
Figures b. and c. are taken with permission from [38].

The amplitudes of the fields in the individual waveguides can similarly be written
in the basis of the normal modes:

a1,2e
−iβx =

1

2

(
aSe

−iβSx ± aASe−iβASx
)
. (2.29)

In this picture, the power transfer between the two waveguides can be understood
as the two normal modes of the composite waveguide system interfering due to the
mismatch of their propagation constants. The intensity for the two waveguide modes
can be written as:

I1 = I0 sin2

(
βS − βAS

2
x

)
= I0 sin2(gx), (2.30)
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I2 = I0 cos2

(
βS − βAS

2
x

)
= I0 cos2(gx), (2.31)

where I0 is the initial intensity introduced to the DC. Consequently, g = βS−βAS

2
=

∆β
2

. Numerical simulations of the propagation constants of the modes in the DC
allows for the extraction of g(y0, λ0) and a value of g0(λ0) by fitting the model of eq.
2.21. The waveguide parameters used for the simulations are similar to those used in
this work, with widths w = 200 nm, thicknesses t = 160 nm, and refractive indices
n = 3.48 (GaAs). It is here worth noting that decreasing the waveguide width
would in fact lead to greater coupling between the waveguides, but at the cost of
more scattering losses and less robust structures. The results of the simulation are
plotted for λ0 = 940 nm in fig. 2.6.b, and fig. 2.6.c shows the dependence of I1 and
I2 on the waveguide separation. The distance along the coupler after which power
has been transmitted completely from one waveguide to the other is denoted the
transfer length, given by:

Lt =
π

2g
=

π

∆β
, (2.32)

which allows the intensity through one port to be expressed as:

I1 = I0 sin2(
π

2Lt
x). (2.33)

Thus, for a DC with fixed coupling length Lc, varying the waveguide separation
changes g and therefore Lt, altering the power transfer between the two waveguides.
To achieve full switching from one waveguide to the other requires a π/2 shift in the
argument of eq. 2.33, corresponding to a switching displacement of:

∆y =
1

κ

1
Lc

Lt0
e−κy0 − 1

, (2.34)

as a function of the gap distance at rest y0. An example of possible values of y0 and
∆y is shown in fig. 2.6.c.

2.3 Novel NOEM-based devices

The NOEM DC introduced in section 2.2.2 constitutes a novel approach to photon
routing which can be integrated directly with single-photon sources such as InGaAs
QDs, and operated at QD compatible cryogenic temperatures. Full switching can
be achieved at 10 V, with a maximal power transfer of (99.5/0.5± 0.2) %, insertion
loss of 0.67 dB and a response time below 1 µs. However, while the photon router is
instrumental to a great range of QPICs, realizing complex quantum processing ap-
plications with single photons requires advances in the performance and efficiency of
other devices in the QPIC toolbox, such as an integrated mirror with reconfigurable
reflectivity, and an integrated phase shifter to control the spontaneous emission of
a QD (as was depicted in fig. 2.2). In this chapter, two novel devices based on
the NOEM DC are introduced: a tunable NOEM mirror and a tunable NOEM
phase shifter. Proposed designs for these devices are shown in fig. 2.7.a and 2.7.b,
and their working principles is presented in 2.7.c. These devices benefit from the
same efficiency as the photonic switch, but can be integrated and combined to form
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Figure 2.7: Proposed NOEM-based devices. a. 3D rendering of the pro-
posed tunable NOEM mirror. b. 3D rendering of the proposed tunable NOEM
phase shifter. c. False-color SEM of a fabricated NOEM phase shifter, high-
lighting the working principle of the devices. Here, the emission of an embedded
QD (red triangle) can be tuned via the electro-mechanical coupling in the central
DC, shown in the inset. Electrodes are highlighted in yellow, and the mechanical
motion of the waveguides, highlighted in blue, is indicated by the white arrows.

numerous advanced quantum architectures, and aid in solving key issues that are
currently limiting the development of QPICs. The capabilities and possible uses of
these devices are described in detail below. Although these devices may seem sim-
ilar, they provide very different functions, and will therefore be treated separately
throughout this work. In the following, a thorough derivation of the S-matrix for-
malism is presented. This method, used in many branches of quantum physics, is
here implemented to derive basic principles of these photonic nanostructures.

2.3.1 S-matrix formalism

The scattering matrix, or S-matrix, is a powerful technique to describe the relation
between the initial and final states of a system undergoing scattering. It is used
in several branches of physics, including quantum field theory, network theory and
optics.
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In its most general form, the S-matrix is given by [52]:

Ψout = SΨin (2.35)

For optics, it can be used to relate the amplitudes and phases of waves exiting a
system in terms of those entering the system. For an N -port device, the S-matrix
will be a N ×N unitary matrix, such that S†S = 1. That the S-matrix is unitary
ensures that the current density is conserved throughout the system. For instance,
a two-port system as the one depicted in fig. 2.8.a, where light can go in or out
of two separate ports (labelled port 1 and 2), the corresponding S-matrix is a 2x2
matrix: [

b1

b2

]
=

[
S11 S12

S21 S22

] [
a1

a2

]
, (2.36)

where inherently |S11| = |S22| and |S12| = |S21|. As an example, only injecting a
field into port 1 gives the equations: b1 = S11a1, and b2 = S21a1. If light was injected
into both ports, the equations would contain a contribution from both a1 and a2.

r

t 1

2
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Device
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b1

a2
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a) b)

Figure 2.8: General two-port device and directional coupler. a. The
outgoing fields b1 and b2 in a general two-port device are related to the input
fields a1 and a2 by the S-matrix. b. An accurate S-matrix can be constructed
by modelling the DC as a four-port beamsplitter. The transmission (reflection)
coefficient t (r) represents transmitted (reflected) waves in the system.

This leads to an intuitive understanding of the specific S-matrix parameters: the
matrix element Si,j directly relates the field exiting port i to that entering port j. For
i = j, the parameter describes the fields that are reflected, and for i 6= j describes
fields that are transmitted. In this same picture, the field intensity between ports
can be related by:

Ii = |Sij|2Ij, (2.37)

where 0 ≤ |Sij|2 ≤ 1 is the intensity fraction of the field exiting port i compared to
that entering port j. The S-matrix is thus an effective yet simple tool to describe a
multitude of devices, including photonic structures. Modelling the DC introduced in
section 2.2.2 as a simple tunable beamsplitter, light can either be transmitted (same
waveguide) or reflected to the cross-port (opposite waveguide), with probabilities
given by the transmission and reflection coefficient |t|2 and |r|2, respectively. This
is illustrated in fig. 2.8.b.
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Assuming a lossless system and ignoring any overall phase, the S-matrix for the
DC becomes:

Sdc =


0 0 t −ir
0 0 −ir t
t −ir 0 0
−ir t 0 0.

 . (2.38)

As t and r are in this case both real numbers, a factor of −i has been added to the
cross-port to include information on the phase [53]. Due to the constraint on the
coefficients: |r|2 + |t|2 = 1, the reflection coefficient can be written in terms of the
transmission coefficient as |r| =

√
1− |t|2. These coefficients can also be written

in terms of the parameters of the actual system. The diagonal matrix from eq.
2.24 is rewritten in an exponential form to define a new matrix J , describing the
propagation of the normal modes through a length x:

J = e−iDx =

[
e−iβSx 0

0 e−iβASx

]
. (2.39)

Substituting this matrix in place of the diagonal matrix in eq. 2.23, and replacing
x with Lc, a new matrix T is constructed:

T = SJS−1 =
1

2

[
e−iβSLc + e−iβASLc e−iβSLc − e−iβASLc

e−iβSLc − e−iβASLc e−iβSLc + e−iβASLc

]
. (2.40)

The elements of the matrix T describes a propagation of length Lc for the modes of
the coupled waveguides in terms of the normal modes. Because of this, they can be
related to the coefficients t and r by:

T =

[
t −ir
−ir t

]
. (2.41)

The coefficients are therefore:

t =
1

2

(
e−iβSLc + e−iβASLc

)
(2.42)

and similarly

r =
i

2

(
e−iβSLc − e−iβASLc

)
. (2.43)

By using the above equations, the exact device parameters can be incorporated
into the S-matrix of the DC (eq. 2.38). S-matrices for individual systems can
be combined to describe more complex, composite systems, using the cascading
junctions method from network theory. A derivation of the method of cascading
S-matrices is given in appendix A. In the following, this method will be applied to
describe the operating principle and ideal-case performance of the NOEM mirror
and NOEM phase shifter.
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2.3.2 Tunable NOEM mirror

In the DC introduced in section 2.2.2, light injected into one waveguide will, after
the coupling length Lc, either stay in the same waveguide, or cross over to the other,
the ratio of which can be controlled by varying the gap separation. A Sagnac loop
mirror [54] can be created by introducing a nano-beam waveguide loop that con-
nects the two waveguide ends. Light exiting the waveguides is thus guided through
the loop and sent through the DC a second time, where the normal modes of the
DC interfere once more, and light is transmitted to one of the two remaining ports.
Similar to the NOEM switch, when injecting light into one port, the ratio of light
that is transmitted can be controlled by varying the gap-distance. The two extrem-
ities are then either full reflection, or full transmission. This device, illustrated in
fig. 2.9.a, is thus effectively a mirror with a tunable reflectivity, as is indicated in
fig. 2.9.b.

2

1

SdcSl

a) b) 1 1

2 2

Figure 2.9: Schematic of the NOEM mirror. a. Schematic of the device.
The S-matrix for the NOEM mirror is constructed by cascading the S-matrices
of the loop and the DC, leaving only port 1 and 2. b. Conceptual view of the
tunable mirror. The idea of the NOEM mirror is similar to placing a mirror with
adjustable reflectivity between port 1 and 2.

This tunable NOEM mirror can be fabricated directly on-chip, is operable at cryo-
genic temperatures, and can be directly integrated with QD single-photon sources.
Mirrors are often of interest for the construction of optical cavities that enhance the
radiative decay rate of a contained emitter by a factor Fp ∝ Q

Vm
, where Q denotes

the cavity quality factor, and Vm is the cavity mode volume [55]. Transmission out
of a cavity T to a coupled waveguide also depends on the Q-factor by:

T =
(Qi −Q)2

Q2
i

(2.44)

where 1/Q = 1/Qi + 1/Qc is the waveguide-loaded Q-factor, and Qi and Qc are the
intrinsic and coupled Q-factors of the cavity, respectively [56]. State-of-the-art GaAs
photonic-crystal-based cavities containing a single QD can achieve quality factors
as high as Q = 1.6 · 105, with sub-wavelength mode volumes [57]. The properties
of such a cavity are however fixed upon fabrication. A cavity constructed by a
pair of the proposed NOEM mirrors, or perhaps a photonic-crystal reflector and
NOEM mirror, would facilitate tuning of the Q-factor. The Purcell enhancement
and transmission can in this way be controlled, in order to find an optimal trade-off
for the experiment at hand.
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NOEM mirror S-matrix
The S-matrix for the NOEM mirror can be constructed by cascading the S-matrix
of the DC (eq. 2.38) and that of a waveguide loop, as indicated in fig. 2.9.a. The
latter can simply be written:

Sl =

[
0 eiφ

eiφ 0

]
(2.45)

where the loop is similarly assumed to be lossless. The propagation phase φ is
assumed to be equal for both directions and can be set to φ = 0. Using the theory
of cascading junctions, the resulting S-matrix for the combined mirror system, Sm,
becomes:

Sm =

[
−2itr t2 − r2

t2 − r2 −2itr,

]
(2.46)

where |S11,22|2 = 4|tr|2 and |S12,21|2 = |t2−r2|2 are the intensity ratios corresponding
to light that is transmitted and reflected when injected into one of the two ports,
respectively. Figure 2.10.a plots the intensity ratios corresponding to reflection and
transmission through the mirror as a function of |t|2. Inserting eq. 2.42 and 2.43

a) b) y0 Δy

Figure 2.10: S-matrix analysis of the NOEM mirror. a. Transmission
and reflection in the mirror as a function of the transmission coefficient, given by
the S-matrix model. Light entering port 1 can either be reflected (blue curve) or
transmitted to port 2 (orange curve), with a ratio dependent on the configuration
of the beamsplitter. b. Same as a., but as a function of DC gap distance. By
using values from numerical simulations of the DC, the S-matrix model shows
that the tuning behaviour of the mirror is similar to the DC (here for reflection
and transmission), but with a switching displacement that is halved.

into Sm and using values from numerical simulations for λ0 = 940, the S-matrix
parameters can be expressed entirely in terms of the waveguide separation d, as pre-
sented in fig. 2.10.b. The values used match those for the numerical simulations of
the DC presented in fig. 2.6.c, inviting a comparison between the two. The NOEM
mirror displays a similar ”switching” behaviour, but with a switching displacement
∆y that is halved. This is to be anticipated, as light in the NOEM mirror passes
through the central DC twice, in principle doubling its effect.
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2.3.3 Tunable NOEM phase shifter

By merging the two out-coupling ports of the NOEM mirror, a new, single-port
device is constructed. In the resulting device, illustrated in fig. 2.11.a, the intensity
of light is unchanged (assuming a lossless system), but will experience a change of
phase. The phase change is a combination of a propagation phase and the phase
change induced by the DC. The former is fixed for a given device, but the latter
can be altered by changing the coupling in the DC, i.e. by varying the waveguide
separation. This is the tunable NOEM phase shifter. An intuitive understanding
of this device is realized by comparing it to a mirror that can be spatially shifted
forwards and backwards, changing the spatial distribution of the vacuum electric
field, as indicated in fig. 2.11.b.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the NOEM phase shifter. a. Schematic of the
device. The S-matrix for the NOEM phase shifter is constructed by cascading
the S-matrices of the mirror and a y-splitter structure. A second port is included
to account for a higher-order mode that is tapered out. b. Conceptual view of
the tunable phase shifter. The idea of the NOEM phase shifter is similar to a
movable mirror in the waveguide. When moved, the surrounding vacuum electric
field (green curves) surrounding the QD (red triangle) changes, enhancing its
spontaneous emission rate.

In the single-mode waveguide near the out-coupler, two sinusoidal TE waves thus
propagate in opposite directions, with electric fields oriented in the y-direction [42]:

E1(x) = Re[E1,ye
−iβx] = E1,y cos(βx),

E2(x) = Re[E2,ye
+i(β(x+∆x)+φ)] = E2,y cos(β(x+ ∆x) + φ),

(2.47)

where ∆x is an arbitrary propagation length difference, and E1,y and E2,y are the
amplitudes of the two waves, which for a lossless system E1,y = E2,y. The factor φ
is here the phase change induced by the DC. The total field is then a superposition
of the two fields:

E(x) = E1(x) + E2(x) = E1,y cos(βx) + E2,y cos(β(x+ ∆x) + φ). (2.48)

Changing the phase thus changes the spatial distribution (or amplitude at a fixed
position) of the standing wave. This is the case not only for light propagating
through the device, but also for the vacuum fluctuation field introduced in section
2.1.3. Equations 2.11, 2.12 and 2.14 described how the radiative decay rate and
radiated power of an emitter depends on the vacuum fluctuation field through the
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LDOS, where the spatial field distribution enters as ρ(r0, er, ω0) ∝ |Ek|2. The
tunable NOEM phase shifter therefore constitutes a powerful approach to modifying
the emission properties of a QD single photon source located in a waveguide, where
the surrounding vacuum fluctuation field is tailored to control the LDOS.

An issue with QD single-photon sources is that a QD emitting into a waveguide
mode will have an equal probability to emit into either waveguide direction. As
further photon processing or detection devices are usually located on only one side
of the emitter, this effectively constitutes a loss of 50%. One solution is to fabricate
a photonic-crystal Bragg mirror on one side of the emitter reflecting photons emitted
in the wrong direction, but this also induces the unwanted effect of an uncontrollable
phase change altering the LDOS, and subsequently the decay rate of the emitter.
In the worst case, emission from the QD is completely suppressed. The tunable
NOEM phase shifter can however account for this by controlling the phase, thereby
enabling control of the spontaneous emission of the QD.

NOEM phase shifter S-matrix
The NOEM phase shifter S-matrix can be constructed by combining the S-matrix
for the mirror, calculated in eq. 2.46, with that of a y-splitter. A y-splitter is a
nanostructure that merges two parallel waveguides into one, as shown in fig. 2.11.a.
While it intuitively resembles a three port device, a fourth port must be included
to account for a higher-order mode that is tapered out, and to ensure a unitary
S-matrix. The corresponding S-matrix is:

Sy =
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 (2.49)

Combining the S-matrices for the mirror and y-splitter structures creates the phase
shifter S-matrix Sps:

Sps =

[
−(r + it)2 0

0 (it− r)2

]
. (2.50)

The only parameter of importance is here S11, corresponding to the first-order
mode entering and exiting the single out-coupler. The phase change is given by the
argument of this parameter, and can be found by inserting t and r:

φ = 2βSLc. (2.51)

It is worth noting that the phase change only depends on βS, as opposed to the
tuning of the NOEM mirror, which depends on both βS and βAS.

Figure 2.12.a shows the phase change as a function of gap distance in the DC,
using values from numerical simulations. Figure 2.12.b shows the corresponding
change of the vacuum fluctuation field amplitude at a fixed position. As the device
is assumed to be lossless, the intensity ratio is simply |Sps,11|2 = (r2 +t2)2 = 1. How-
ever, losses in the reflected wave incorporated by E2,y in eq. 2.48 are detrimental to
the performance of the device. This is illustrated in fig. 2.12.b, where several values
of E2,y as fractions of E1,y are plotted.
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a) b)

Figure 2.12: S-matrix analysis of the NOEM phase shifter. a. Tuning
of the phase as a function of DC gap distance, given by the S-matrix model.
Light entering and exiting port 1 experiences a phase shift determined by the
waveguide displacement in the DC. b. Vacuum electric field amplitude at the
position of a QD as a function of DC gap distance. The S-matrix model shows
that the change in phase effectively tunes the amplitude of the vacuum electric
field. The tuning is plotted for different device losses, highlighting its importance
for the performance of the device.

The contrast between the maximum and minimum attainable values can be quanti-
fied by the extinction ratio (ER), given in dB as:

ER = 10 log10

(
Pmax
Pmin

)
. (2.52)

Pmax (Pmin) is the maximum (minimum) value, in this case given in terms of optical
power. As is evident from fig. 2.12.b, losses are expected to inhibit the obtainable
ER for the NOEM phase shifter, and should therefore be minimised.
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Fabrication of NOEM devices

Microscale devices with electrically controllable parts, also known as micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), as well as their nanoscale counterpart, nano-electro-
mechanical systems (NEMS), are mature technologies that have already found suc-
cess employed in a wide range of modern day applications, such as in smartphone
sensors and printer heads [58, 59]. Specifically NEMS have recently become a subject
of great interest in the field of optics and photonics (NOEMS), as confining electro-
magnetic fields to sub-micrometre dimensions allows for controlling light efficiently
with high speed and low power consumption [26]. NOEMS offer unprecedented ver-
satility, as they can be fabricated on numerous material platforms, most notably
silicon, silicon-on-insulator, and III-V semiconductors such as GaAs. Examples of
NOEMS fabricated on different platforms are presented in fig. 3.1.

2 μm

a) b) c)

Figure 3.1: False-color SEMs of NOEMS examples. a. Optical switch
based on a plasmonic resonator controllable by electrostatic actuation, fabricated
on silicon. The switched optical field is overlaid. b. A programmable photonic
crystal cavity made of two electrostatically actuated nanobeams, fabricated on
silicon-on-insulator. The optical field of the confined cavity mode has been over-
laid. c. Reconfigurable nano-mechanical single-photon filter, fabricated on GaAs.
Electro-mechanical deformation of the coupled nanobeam photonic crystal cavity
allows for filtering of single-photons. The green arrows indicate the direction of
actuation in all figures. Adapted from: ref. [46] a.; ref. [60] b.; ref. [56] c.
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Silicon is a platform of particular interest, as it has been the staple of semicon-
ductor electronics for decades, and promises efficient integration of silicon optical
circuits with existing complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) electron-
ics [46]. However, QD emitters grown on silicon suffer from a low radiative rate due
to the indirect energy band gap of silicon [61]. Conversely, a direct band gap semicon-
ductor such as GaAs seamlessly integrates with highly radiative QD single-photon
sources, and is therefore the material platform of choice in this work. Regardless of
the chosen material platform, MEMS/NEMS can be fabricated using techniques that
fall into one of two categories. When fabricating MEMS/NEMS devices, mainly bulk
machining techniques are used, where structures are defined by selectively removing
or etching into the substrate. Conversely, additive techniques that deposit material
on the surface of the substrate, are known as surface machining techniques, and are
also used in certain steps of the MEMS/NEMS fabrication process. A general recipe
for MEMS/NEMS fabrication consists of the following overall steps:

1. Metal deposition and lift-off

2. Etching of shallow-etched gratings (SEG)

3. Etching and undercut of photonic structures

4. Finishing cleaning and drying procedure

which are shown in fig. 3.2.b. In this chapter, these processes are described generally,
starting with an introduction to the growth of the GaAs wafers used in this work,
and an overview of the essential method of electron-beam lithography. The exact
recipe used in this work is given in appendix B.

3.1 Sample growth

In this work, undoped GaAs wafers with embedded InAs quantum dots are used,
similar to that illustrated in fig. 3.2.a. Since GaAs is a compound semiconductor,
more specifically a III-V semiconductor, more care is required in the growth pro-
cess compared to elementary semiconductors such as silicon. By using an epitaxial
method such as molecular-beam epitaxy, compound semiconductors can be grown
layer by layer with extreme purity, layer thickness control and material composition
control [40]. In MBE, a semiconductor wafer is placed in a ultra-high vacuum cham-
ber, with pressures as low as 10−10 to 10−11 mbar, and is heated to a temperature
between 500°C to 600°C. Atoms evaporated from heating crucibles, known as effu-
sion cells, are directed to the substrate, where they stick to the surface and diffuse
until they find the energetically most favorable position in the crystal lattice. The
flux of atoms can be controlled by shutters in front of the effusion cells, allowing for
precise control of the material composition. In the case of GaAs, both shutters are
open, and the flux is controlled by the temperature of the crucible. Under the right
conditions, the crystal is grown atomic layer by atomic layer, which can be moni-
tored by scattering an electron beam off the surface of the crystal, and observing the
resulting diffraction pattern. The precise control of the layer-by-layer growth allows
for the introduction of different materials on the crystal, with very sharp interfaces.
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This could for example be the introduction of InAs layers on a GaAs crystal. Intially,
the InAs grows layer-by-layer, but due to the 7 % mismatch between the lattice con-
stants of InAs and GaAs, strain is generated around the interface. Increasing the
top layer thickness, the strain is eventually released in the form of small islands [39],
which are the QD’s that were introduced in 2.1.1. This is shown in the zoom-in of
fig. 3.2.a. This method of growth is known as the Stranski-Krastanov method.

GaAs
160 nm

AlGaAs
1150 nm

GaAs
Substrate

InAs

QDs

a)

b) 1) 2) 3) 4)

Figure 3.2: Undoped quantum dot wafer and general MEMS/NEMS
fabrication process. a. An undoped wafer with a layer of InGaAs QDs embed-
ded in the top GaAs membrane. The QDs are randomly distributed, but an even
QD density is achieved by substrate rotation during growth. b. A general process
used for fabricating many NEMS/MEMS devices. Specific steps are explained in
the main text.

For the wafers used in this work, an 1150-nm thick sacrificial layer of Al0.77Ga0.23As
is initially grown on top of a GaAs substrate. This layer is removed in the final steps
in order to suspend the photonic structures. The thickness of this layer is important
for the performance of the fabricated devices, as will be elaborated in section 3.3.2.
A 160-nm GaAs membrane with a layer of InAs QD’s in the center is subsequently
deposited. In order to achieve a uniform density of QDs over the surface of the
wafer, the QD’s are grown with rotation. The wafers can be cleaved into smaller
chips, depending on the size limitation of the experimental setup. The wafers used
in this work were grown by the group of Professor Andreas D. Wieck at Bochum
University, and their method for growing InAs QDs can be found in ref. [62].

3.2 Electron-beam lithography

A schematic of the devices to be fabricated is known as a mask. Transfer of the
patterns that constitute the devices from mask to wafer can be achieved with litho-
graphic methods such as optical lithography and electron-beam lithography. Lithog-
raphy is a crucial part of many steps in the fabrication process, not only when
fabricating NEMS devices, but indeed any devices containing features with critical
dimensions on a micro/nanometer scale. In many cases, electron-beam lithogra-
phy (EBL) is preferred to optical lithography, as the resolution of optical lithog-
raphy is limited by the diffraction of light, while EBL can produce patterns down
to nanometers in size. Figure 3.3.a shows a simplified illustration of the working
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principle EBL-system. With EBL, a pattern is written unto a thin organic polymer
film known as a resist by a focused beam of electrons. As the resist is sensitive to
electrons, exposing the surface with an electron beam will transfer energy to the
polymer chains of the resist, changing its solubility. When immersed in a special
developer, either the exposed part (positive resist) or unexposed part (negative re-
sist) is removed, creating a mask that can be utilized for subsequent processing, as
shown in fig. 3.3.b.
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Figure 3.3: Principles of electron-beam lithography. a. Working principle
of an EBL-system. A beam of electrons is emitted, filtered through an aperture,
and focused unto the sample. A 500 × 500 µm2 writing field is defined at a fixed
position, and beam deflectors are used to spatially trace out the desired pattern.
b. For a positive resist, the exposed areas are removed after development, while
a negative resist leaves only the exposed areas after development.

An electron emitter provides a beam of electrons that is constricted through an
aperture. A magnetic condenser lens focuses the beam onto a writing spot on the
surface of the sample. A set of electromagnetic deflectors are used to manipulate
the spot laterally on the writing surface, thereby tracing out the pattern that is to
be exposed. The dose or exposure dose is the current of electrons per unit area.
It is normally measured in µC/cm2, and can be controlled by varying the electron
current and exposure time. The highest achievable resolution of EBL-systems is in
the range of 0.06-0.15 nm [63]. In practice the resolution is limited to ∼10 nm.
There are multiple reasons for this, but one major factor arises from the interac-
tions of the beam electrons with the resist and substrate. The forward scattering
and backscattering of electrons is collectively known as proximity effects.

Proximity effects lead to a broadening of the exposure area, causing unwanted
exposure or over-exposures. Forward scattering is due to electron-electron inter-
actions deflecting the beam electrons by a small angle in the resist. The effect of
forward scattering is influenced by the acceleration voltage of the EBL-system. In
this work, an Elionix ELS-F125 with an acceleration voltage of 125 KeV is used.
The high acceleration voltage ensures that most electrons pass through the resist
with minimal interactions, reducing the effect of forward scattering. After passing
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through the resist, some electrons may scatter off heavier atoms in the substrate,
leading to a wide-angle scattering of electrons, again causing unwanted exposure.
This backscattering of electrons can be corrected for using specialized software such
as Beamfox Proximity, which fractures the desired patterns into smaller polygons
and corrects the doses to reduce proximity effects.

The choice of resist and resist developing conditions is also important. In this
work, the positive resist ZEP520 by Zeon Chemicals L.P. was used due to its high
sensitivity and resolution, and CSAR by Allresist GmbH was used as an alternative.
To ensure a flat and even layer of resist with the optimal thickness, the resist is spin-
coated onto the sample. The thickness of the resist can be gauged by expert eyes
(in the case of ZEP520, a green color with a pinkish hue roughly corresponds to a
thickness of 550 nm), or measured precisely using a Filmetrics Thin Film Thickness
Measuring system. Both ZEP520 and CSAR can subsequently be developed in n-
amyl acetate at room temperature (RT), or at -5 °C when higher resolution and
edge smoothness is required [64].

3.3 Fabrication procedure

3.3.1 Metal deposition and lift-off

In this work, small metal electrodes are used to implement the electrostatic actuation
that pulls the central waveguides apart. Well-defined electrodes are key to ensure
good device performance, as damaged electrodes may have detrimental impacts on
the tuning of the DC. These electrodes, as well as the large metal bonding pads,
are deposited through a metalization/lift-off process. First, the sample is spin-
coated with ZEP520 and the patterns are exposed using EBL as described in section
3.2. After development, the sample is cleaned by plasma descum. This ensures
that any residual resist in the exposed regions of the sample is removed, thereby
ensuring good contact between the surface of the sample and the metal. The sample
is then loaded upside-down into a physical vapor deposition (PVD) system. The
evaporation process begins by pumping down the chamber to a vacuum of ∼ 10−7

mbar. A beam of electrons is deflected by magnets onto a crucible containing the
desired metal, causing energy to be transferred from the impinging electrons to the
metal, ultimately leading to evaporation of the metal. Metal atoms then travel out
of the crucible and coat the sample in a thin and even layer, with a rate of less than
1 nm/s. The thickness of the film is determined by the changing of the oscillation
frequency of a quartz crystal. The deposition rate can then via a feedback loop be
controlled by altering the current of the electron beam.

In previous works, the small electrodes and large bonding pads were fabricated
separately. In this work however, a newer PVD system allows for fabricating both
the small electrodes and large bonding pads simultaneously. Both are made from a
170-nm layer of Au, with a 10-nm layer of Cr deposited prior to increase adhesion
between the sample surface and the metal. This is a considerable improvement over
previous works, where Ni and Ti were used as adhesion layers for the small elec-
trodes and bonding pads, respectively. Using Cr throughout simplifies the entire
metalization process substantially, and Cr is found to stick better than Ni. After
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Figure 3.4: Optical images of the metal electrodes. a. Partially stripped
metal electrodes. The electrodes are defined by EBL and the deposition of a
170-nm layer Au. Lift-off of the metals in unwanted parts is a crucial step, and is
here overdone, causing detrimental electrode damage. b. Same as a., but with an
improved lift-off process. Improving the lift-off process results in a higher yield
rate. Some residues remain on the electrodes.

metal evaporation, the lift-off process removes the resist in non-patterned areas (and
evaporated metal on top of it), leaving metal only in the patterned areas. Previously,
this has been done by submersing the sample in hot (80 °C) N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP), blowing most of the unwanted metal off with a pipette, and leaving the sam-
ple overnight in RT NMP. This method was however found to produce inconsistent
results, as it often lead to leftover metal not being stripped in non-patterned areas,
effectively ruining the sample. A different lift-off technique is therefore used, where
the sample is first submersed in hot NMP, and subsequently sonicated at low power
and frequency to aid in the removal of the resist. As shown in fig. 3.4.a, this process
should be done with caution, as overdoing the sonication easily leads to stripping of
the small electrodes, detrimental to device performance. The optimized fabrication
recipe in appendix B is found to produce the most consistent results, leaving clearly
defined electrodes such as those pictured in fig. 3.4.b.

3.3.2 Etching of shallow-etched gratings

Efficiently coupling light into on-chip photonic structures is critical for the device
performance. In this work, chip-to-fiber coupling is achieved with shallow-etched
gratings (SEGs), which offer high coupling efficiencies (> 60%) and low back reflec-
tions (< 1%). These couplers have previously been studied and optimised for the
desired central wavelength of 930 nm [65]. The working principle of SEGs is illus-
trated in fig. 3.5.a. The thickness of the AlGaAs sacrificial layer is important for
SEGs, as the coupling efficiency is affected by the depth of the undercut. The opti-
mal thickness has previously been found through simulations to be 1150 nm. Wafers
with this sacrificial layer thickness are therefore preferred. The back-reflection can
be minimised by ensuring that the SEG is completely undercut by the deep etching
process described in section 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.5: Working principle of shallow-etched gratings. a. Schematic
cross-section of a SEG. The grooves of the SEG form a crystalline structure that
diffract a propagating mode upwards at an angle. b. SEM of a fabricated SEG.
The SEG is fully undercut, ensuring that reflections are minimized.

The patterns of the SEG are defined by EBL on a CSAR9% resist, which after devel-
opment is dry etched to create the grooves of the grating. Dry etching is a method
to remove material from a sample using a highly energetic plasma, and is in this
work done by reactive ion etching (RIE) for the SEGs. Controlling the etch depth
is of great importance, as this influences the central transmission wavelength and
reflectivity of the gratings. RIE has a relatively slow etching rate, thereby providing
greater control of the etching depth.

In RIE, a specific combination of gasses are introduced into a vacuum chamber
containing the sample. The sample itself is placed on one of two parallel plates, where
one of them is grounded. Applying a strong radio-frequency (RF) electromagnetic
field to the sample plate ionizes the gas molecules, creating a plasma. Positive ions
are accelerated towards the sample, ultimately colliding with it. Material on the
sample is subsequently removed by a combination of a chemical reaction between
the ions and the sample, and the ions physically knocking off material (sputtering).
Due to the verticality of the ion collision with the sample, an anisotropic etching
profile is achieved. Conversely, the etching due to chemical reactions is isotropic,
which is not favorable. Optimal control of the chemical processes is therefore critical
to provide an anisotropic profile, while increasing the selectivity of the material
etched and minimizing surface damage [66]. The etching depth can be monitored
by interferometry with a laser on a 200× 200 µm2 reference square. In this work, a
mixture of BCl3 and Ar gasses are chosen, with controlled flows of 5 and 10 sccm,
respectively. The pressure is maintained at 20 mTorr, and the supplied RF field
power is 43 W. The introduction of Ar gas is mainly to induce sidewall passivation,
to prevent etching of the sidewalls and increase the anisotropic profile. A fully
undercut SEG with anisotropically etched groves, fabricated in this work, is pictured
in fig. 3.5.b.
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3.3.3 Etching and undercut of photonic structures

RIE is well suited for cases where feature sizes are relatively large and the etch depth
relatively small. However, for cases where resolution and deep etching depths are
required, RIE falls short. This is due to an effect called RIE lag, causing smaller
openings to etch slower than large ones, and have more isotropic profiles [67]. To
reduce this effect, the plasma pressure can be lowered and ion energy increased. This
is however not possible with RIE, as there is only one power supply that controls
both plasma density and ion acceleration. To overcome this, an additional inductive
coil is introduced providing a strong magnetic field specifically used to control the
dissociation rate of the gasses, and thereby the plasma density, as pictured in fig.
3.6. Coupling this with the RF bias on the sample to independently control the
ion energy, highly anisotropic profiles and high etching rates can be achieved [68].
This is the principle behind inductively coupled plasma (ICP) etching, a process
that is critical for defining photonic structures with nanoscale feature sizes, such
as the narrow central waveguides adopted in this work. The process of defining
these photonic structures starts similarly as previous steps - with EBL. For the
first produced sample, ZEP520 was used, while for the second sample, the recipe
was adapted to use CSAR resist instead. This might have an affect on device
performance, as different resists react slightly differently to EBL and ICP processes.
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Figure 3.6: Reactive ion etching/inductively coupled plasma etcher.
An RF electromagnetic field creates a plasma, and positive ions are accelerated
towards the sample by a voltage bias. Material is removed from the sample
chemically and physically by the impinging ions. In ICP etchers an additional
power coil is introduced to achieve higher etch rates and more anisotropic profiles.

The ICP recipe used in this work follows the one developed in [69], which has been
optimised to yield high anisotropicity, smooth sidewalls and high material selectivity.
The sample is first glued to a Si wafer using a thermally conductive and removable
adhesive, and the electrode upon which it is placed is lowered to 0 °C, in order to
avoid excessive heating and resist re-flow. A combination of BCl3, Cl2 and Ar gasses
with respective flow rates of 3/4/25 sccm is used, and the chamber pressure is 4.7
mTorr. Here, the chlorine acts as the main etching agent, while boron trichloride
is used for sidewall passivation, and argon is introduced for dilution as well as
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increasing the physical etching rate. The ICP coil power is set to 300 W and the
electrode RF power is 47 W. The etch depth is here measured on the resist layer
using laser interferometry, and the process is automatically ended when roughly 260
nm of resist remains, as resist layer thicknesses smaller than 200 nm tends to enlarge
the etched features and erode the sidewalls.

After ICP etching, the remaining resist is removed in hot (70 °C) NMP (or RT
1,3-dioxolane for CSAR resist). Selective removal of the sacrificial AlGaAs layer to
suspend the photonic structures is subsequently carried out by wet etching with a
hydrofluoric acid (HF) solution. This is a suitable choice as HF does not etch GaAs,
but will etch AlxGa1−xA (for both wafers used in this work, x = 0.77). The HF etch
rate mainly depends on the HF solution concentration and the Al concentration of
the sacrificial layer, and the size of the undercut (the length of membrane around
the structures that is suspended) is controlled by the etching time. For example,
on the sample used in this work, a 5 % HF solution with an etch time of 44 s was
found to give an undercut of ∼ 3 µm. The process is ended by submersing the
sample in Milli-Q (MQ) water to dilute the HF. After this step, it is imperative to
handle the sample with the utmost care to avoid the collapse of the structures on
the sample - this includes ensuring that the sample is submerged in liquid during
the entire cleaning process. If the sample at any point is allowed to dry out, the
capillary forces between the liquid and sample cause a surface tension that can
potentially collapse the structures [70]. To overcome this issue, the sample is placed
in a ”boat”, remaining fully immersed as it is transported between the various liquids
of the etching and subsequent cleaning processes.

3.3.4 Finishing cleaning and drying procedure

Wet etching with HF inevitably leads to the formation of unwanted residues. It is
imperative to properly clean the sample after wet etching, as residues accumulated
on the fabricated structures can lead to losses due to scattering in waveguides, and
severely limit device performance. Aluminum triflouride (AlF3) is one such residue,
and can be found on the surface of the sample in a crystalline structure. AlF3

is easily diluted in water, and can therefore be removed simply by immersing the
sample in clean MQ water after wet etching. Residue in the form of carbon-rich films
is also prevalent, and originates from resist damaged during the ICP etching process.
These cannot be removed effectively with NMP, but can instead be converted into
CO2 and water by dipping the sample in hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). This, however,
has the unwanted side-effect of oxidizing GaAs. The oxidized layer can be removed
by phosphoric acid (H3PO4), which has the added benefit of dissolving other residues
such as aluminum hydroxide (Al(OH)3) found on the bottom of the etched areas.
In the final step, the sample is transferred from water to isopropyl alcohol (IPA).
Water and IPA are miscible, but due to slightly differing densities - 1 g/cm3 for water
compared to 0.786 g/cm3 for IPA - turbulence between the two liquids occurs upon
mixing. The transfer of the sample from MQ water to IPA must therefore be carried
out slowly and with caution. In practice, this is carried out by placing the sample
at the bottom of a beaker containing enough MQ water to cover the sample. IPA
is then slowly poured in from the sidewalls of the beaker, while moving the sample
slowly up, thereby gently introducing IPA into the boat containing the sample. The
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sample can then be transferred to subsequent IPA beakers to ensure that no water
remains. Drying the sample requires a process that eliminates surface tension. This
is achieved by utilizing critical point drying (CPD). The sample is first loaded into
the CPD holder, where it remains submersed in IPA, and the holder is then loaded
into a Leica EM CPD300 automated critical point dryer. Here, the IPA is gradually
exchanged with liquid CO2. The chamber pressure is thereafter increased to 74
bar and the temperature to 31.1 °C - bringing the CO2 to its critical point. At
this point, phase boundaries between the liquid and gaseous state vanish, reducing
surface tension to zero. The CO2 thus effectively goes from liquid to gaseous state
without crossing the liquid-gas boundary. The resulting gaseous CO2 is removed
from the system, leaving the finished sample dried out.

3.4 Fabrication results

The methods and techniques described in this chapter comprise some of the funda-
mental processes for fabricating a great variety of photonic structures, and can also
be applied in other fields, such as microelectronics. The individual steps must how-
ever be modified to the requirements of the specific device. In this work, a total of 5
samples have been fabricated to completion following the recipe given in appendix
B. However, only two samples were of high enough quality, and with high enough
device yield rate, to warrant subsequent investigations. These will be referred to
throughout the following chapters, and sample specific details are given below.

• LoopSwitchB: Fabricated on a new, undoped wafer with optimised sacrificial
layer thickness. A more gentle lift-off approach was used for this sample,
leaving it in NMP overnight and blowing on it with a pipette as a substitute
for sonification. This left the electrodes in good condition, but somewhat dirty,
as shown in fig. 3.4.b. The SEGs on this sample are not completely suspended,
resulting in less transmission and higher reflectance of the SEGs.

• NEMSV3: Fabricated on an relatively old undoped wafer with a non-optimal
sacrificial layer thickness of 1370 nm, likely reducing the transmission effi-
ciency. Excess sonication lead to electrode damage on some devices, as pic-
tured in fig. 3.4.a. CSAR resist was used as a replacement for ZEP520, which
might affect device performance. ALL SEGs were either completely or almost
fully suspended. It is apparent from SEM images that some residues remain
on the sample.
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Experimental setup

Experiments with QD single-photon sources are often conducted at cryogenic tem-
peratures in order to limit the interactions of the QD and the surrounding environ-
ment, and preserve the coherence of the emitted photons [71]. For low temperatures
(< 60 K), acoustic phonons (vibrations in the crystal lattice) shake the QD emitter,
causing its discrete energy levels to blur, at a dephasing rate that depends linearly
on the temperature. For this reason, it is imperative that the devices introduced in
this work are compatible with cryogenic temperatures. The samples are therefore
placed in cryostats, and all characterization measurements are either conducted at
< 10 K, or both in RT and < 10 K. Characterizing the devices also requires the
operation of several types of lasers and a versatile setup that allows for good optical
control of the laser input. In this chapter, the optical setups, lasers, and cryostats
used in this work will be described. The optical setups are pictured in fig. 4.1,
which also include the laser input and collection paths.

Mounting the sample
Measurements to characterize the fabricated devices are performed in two different
setups: measurements on the LoopSwitchB sample are conducted in the flow setup,
while measurements on the NEMSV3 sample are conducted with the ARS setup.
These setups share several similarities, but differ in fundamental ways, and will thus
be described individually. In both cases the sample is first glued unto a sample
holder using silver glue with high thermal conductivity. The sample is placed on a
copper pad on the sample holder to ensure good thermal contact with the cryostat.
The large metal bonding pads on the sample are then wire-bonded to metal pads
on the sample holder, enabling a current to flow from a DC source (Keithley 2450
Sourcemeter), through custom coaxial feedthroughs in the cryostats, to the sample,
once it is mounted. The sample holder is then mounted in the transfer chamber of
a cryostat, which is subsequently pumped down to a high vacuum (∼ 10−7 mbar)
and cooled down to <10 K.
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Laser sources
The different characterization measurements require utilizing different lasers. For
broadband transmission measurements of the NOEM mirror, a super-continuum
white light laser (SuperK by NKT Photonics) is utilized. The wavelengths of in-
terest are filtered by a low pass filter (LP) and dichroic mirror (DM). Narrowband
transmission measurements of the NOEM mirror are conducted using a continu-
ously tunable laser (CTL with DLC Pro driver by Toptica Photonics) offering high
resolution (linewidth of < 10 kHz) and small step size (0.3 pm). For QD photolu-
minescence measurements of the NOEM phase shifter, the QDs are excited by the
above-band excitation scheme described in section 2.1.2. This is implemented using
a pulsed diode laser (PDL800-B driver with LDH-P-C-780 diode head by PicoQuant)
with a central emission wavelength of 780 nm and variable repetition rate of 2.5-40
MHz. The output power of all three lasers can be controlled and stabilized using a
homemade proportional-integral-derivative (PID) setup. The lasers are coupled to
fibers and sent to the free-space parts of either of the two setups.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experimental setups. Three lasers are avail-
able depending on the type of measurement to be conducted. Two optical setups
and cryostats are used in this work: the top half depicts the FLOW setup, while
the ARS setup is shown in the bottom half. Light from either setup is sent to
the collection path, where a spectrometer measures the captured intensities at
different wavelengths. See the main text for more details.
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Flow setup
The flow cryo setup is depicted in the top half of fig. 4.1. The sample is here
cooled in a Microstat HiRes II continuous-flow cryostat from Oxford Instruments.
The cryostat is cooled by a continuous flow of liquid helium to a heat exchanging
chamber, which is in thermal contact to the copper pad of the sample holder. The
temperature is controlled by a PID temperature controller via a heater attached
to the heat exchanger, or by manually adjusting the rate of liquid helium, and is
monitored by a thermal sensor. The transfer chamber itself is mounted on an x-y
translational stages, providing large travel lengths on the sample and positioning of
the cryostat with a precision of 0.1 µm.

Laser light enters the free-space part of the flow setup by a fiber coupler, where
it first hits a half-wave plate (λ/2) and a polarizing beamsplitter (PBS). This allows
for additional fine-tuning of the optical power to the sample. The input power
to the sample can be monitored by splitting the path with a 50:50 beamsplitter
and measuring the reflection port with a powermeter (PM). The polarization of the
input laser can be controlled by a second half-wave plate. Light is then coupled
to a focusing system (Olympus BXFM) above the sample. A handle on the mount
introduces/removes a mirror to switch between an integrated white light source
for illuminating the sample and laser excitation. Light is reflected towards the
sample by either a 10:90 beamsplitter or dichroic mirror (for QD photoluminescence
measurements, cutoff at 870 nm). Light is focused unto the sample with a 40X
objective with a numerical aperture of 0.6. Light collected from the sample can
be sent to either a charged-coupled device (CCD) camera for imaging or to the
collection path, by removing/introducing a second mirror. The latter contains a
half-wave plate and a PBS, whose outputs are coupled to fibers, potentially allowing
for collection from two spatial regions on the sample. In this work however, only a
single output port is used, which is sent to the collection path via fibers.

ARS setup
The ARS cryo setup is depicted in the bottom half of fig. 4.1. The cryostat used in
this setup is a CS210F-GMX-20-OM closed-cycle cryostat from Advanced Research
Systems (hence the name ARS). Here, the sample holder is in thermal contact with
a copper block, which is cooled by the cold tip of the cryocooler in a space separated
from the sample. The cold tip and copper block are however not in direct contact,
and the thermal exchange is instead mediated by a helium exchange gas. This
method of cooling has the benefit of minimizing vibrations, and doesn’t require a
continuous flow of cryogen. As opposed to the flow setup, the sample is here fixed
to the table, and the entire optical setup is instead placed on x-y translation stages
(greyed-out striped box in fig. 4.1) to administer travel along the sample. Light
from the laser can be introduced to the optical path from two couplers: one that
is optimized for SEGs, and another offering a diffraction limited spot-size (DIFF
LIM). The power from these paths can be controlled by half-wave plates and a PBS.
Full control of the input polarization is achieved with a subsequent quarter-wave
plate (λ/4) and half-wave plate. A powermeter aligned with the reflection port of
a 50:50 beamsplitter allows for monitoring the input power. Light is then directed
into a vertical path above the sample, and is focused onto the sample with a 40X
objective with a numerical aperture of 0.6. Light collected from the sample is then
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partially reflected or transmitted by a 10:90 beamsplitter. The former is sent back
through the setup onto a CCD camera for imaging, and the latter is sent to the
collection path. In the collection path light can be coupled to two different output
ports via a quarter-wave plate, half-wave plate and PBS, but in this work only a
single output port was used, where light is sent to the collection path by fibers.
A 50:50 beamsplitter can be introduced close to the out-coupler to allow a white-
light source to illuminate the sample for imaging. By introducing a long-pass filter
(cutoff 900 nm) in front of the camera, only the QD emission from the sample will
be imaged, making it easier to focus to the sample at the correct wavelength.

Collection
Light collected from either setup is sent via fibers to a Princeton Instruments
SP2500i spectrometer, where it is dispersed and the intensity at different wave-
lengths is measured at a CCD. Two dispersion gratings offering different wavelength
ranges and resolutions are available. For the broadband transmission measurements,
a coarse grating (150 g/mm) is used, with a resolution of 0.5 nm and range of 350
nm. For narrowband transmission and QD photoluminescence measurements, a fine
grating (1200 g/mm) is instead employed, which has a much higher resolution of
0.05 nm, but also a narrower bandwidth of only 32 nm.
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Characterization of the tunable

NOEM mirror

As presented in section 2.2.3, the switching effect produced by the central DC of the
tunable NOEM mirror operates by the interference of propagating normal modes. It
is therefore expected that the NOEM mirror displays a strongly dispersive behaviour.
The interference of the normal modes can be altered via the electro-mechanical cou-
pling in the device by imposing a voltage bias. In this section, the optical properties
of the tunable NOEM mirror as a function of wavelength is investigated for different
applied voltage biases.

10 μm

Bonding pad

V

1

2

Input

Output

Figure 5.1: False-colored SEM of the NOEM mirror. The excitation laser
is sent into port 1, and the transmitted light is collected at port 2 and measured
with the spectrometer. Spectra are captured for different voltages applied to the
electrodes (highlighted in yellow). The bonding pads are shown closer to the
device than de facto for illustrative purposes.
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5.1 Broadband optical characterization

The optical properties of a fabricated NOEM mirror device, pictured in fig. 5.1, is
first investigated with the SuperK white-light source as the input laser. The mea-
sured device is from the LoopSwitchB sample, on which a total of forty-eight devices
are fabricated and connected in parallel, each with different structural parameters.
Of the parameters that are varied between devices, this specific device has a coupling
length over which the normal modes interfere of Lc = 24 µm, starting waveguide
gap distance y0 = 100 nm, shuttle electrode length Ls = 22 µm and shuttle width
ws = 260 nm. The input laser is focused onto port 1, and the transmitted light
spectrum is collected at port 2, which is recorded with the spectrometer equipped
with the coarse grating. Optimally it would be favorable to also collect the reflected
light of port 1, but exciting and collecting in the same port leads to a great amount
of scattered light being collected, resulting in a noisy spectrum. The induced voltage
bias is swept from 0 V to 8 V with steps of 0.1 V, and a transmission spectrum is
recorded at each step. The maximum voltage is safely below the estimated pull-in
voltage given by eq. 2.17 for this device of VPI = 13.65 V. After the ramp up in
voltage, the device is brought back to resting position by a opposite ramping down.
The measurements presented here are conducted at RT.

a) b)

Figure 5.2: Broadband tuning of the transmitted intensities. a. Mea-
sured intensities at port 2, as a function of wavelength, for different voltages. A
clear tuning of the transmission spectrum is observed. b. Cross-sections along the
wavelength for select voltages. The cross-sections highlight the device’s ability to
fully extinguish (6.2 V, red curve) and regain (8 V, yellow curve) the transmission
signal compared to starting point (0V, green curve).

The results of the voltage sweep as a function of wavelength and voltage are plotted
in fig. 5.2.a. The power of the input laser is measured at each voltage step, and the
data have correspondingly been normalized to a selected (arbitrary) excitation laser
power and exposure time. From the data it is evident that the device is capable of
extinguishing and regaining the signal to the transmitted port as the voltage across
the electrodes is varied. To further illustrate this, three cross-sections at voltages of
interest are plotted in fig. 5.2.b. The peak of the signal at 0 V is suppressed at 6.2
V and completely restored at 8 V.
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5.1.1 Fringes analysis

Fringes in the spectra following the wavelength can be seen, which seemingly shift
when the transmission reaches a minimum. The shift of the fringes is predicted by
the S-matrix model of the mirror introduced in section 2.3.2, suggesting that these
fringes stem from the device. This is shown in fig. 5.3.a, where the transmission
intensity ratio is plotted along with the change in phase as a function of the waveg-
uide displacement. As the transmission reaches a minimum, the mirror introduces
a π phase shift to the light at the output port.

-π

π

0

a) b)

c)

Figure 5.3: Analysis of the fringes in the measured spectra. a. Including
information of the phase in the S-matrix model reveals that the device induces a π-
phase shift at a transmission minimum, explaining the shift in the fringes observed
in the data. b. Fast Fourier transform of the spectra at different voltages show
a clear peak at FSR = 0.5 nm in the measured data. c. Corresponding optical
cavity length (in air). The peak found at 853 µm corresponds to an optical cavity
length of 159 µm when divided by the estimated group index of the device, which
matches the approximate optical travel distance in the device.

In the NOEM mirror, SEG out-couplers that are not fully undercut impose a fi-
nite reflection coefficient, effectively forming a Fabry-Pérot cavity. In a Fabry-Pérot
cavity, the transmission is given by [72]:

T =
(1−R)2

1− 2R cos(δ) +R2
, (5.1)

where R is the reflectance of the mirrors forming the cavity, and δ is the phase
difference between successive transmission pairs:

δ =

(
2π

λ

)
2nl, (5.2)

where n is the refractive index and l the optical cavity length. For δ = m · 2π where
m is in integer, the transmission reaches a peak, at corresponding wavelengths:

m · 2π =

(
2π

λmax

)
2nl⇒ m · λmax = 2nl, (5.3)

with λmax defined as the wavelength of a transmission peak. A sudden π phase
shift induced by the DC would therefore cause all λmax to shift by half the distance
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between successive peaks, i.e. half a free spectral range (FSR), matching what is
observed in the measured data. The FSR also provides information on the origin of
the observed fringes, as it is related to the optical cavity length by:

FSR =
λ2

0

2ngl
, (5.4)

where λ0 is the central wavelength and ng is the group index. For this NOEM mirror
the corresponding l between the gratings is ∼ 174 nm. For an estimated group index
of ng = 5.36 and central wavelength at λ0 = 930 nm, the expected FSR becomes
0.46 nm. Resolving the FSR therefore requires a higher resolution than what is
available with the coarse spectrometer grating (resolution of 0.5 nm).

To investigate the fringes in more detail, a similar measurement scheme as intro-
duced in the previous section is implemented, but instead sweeping a broad wave-
length region with the CTL and resolving with the fine spectrometer grating. A
fast Fourier transform of the captured spectra resolves the FSR of the fringes, which
is plotted for different voltages in fig. 5.3.b. The dominant FSR is found to be at
0.5 nm. Figure 5.3.c plots the corresponding cavity lengths (for air) given by eq.
5.4, and the main peak is found to be at 853 µm, which divided by the estimated
group index gives l = 853 µm/5.36 = 159 µm, roughly matching the length between
the two SEGs of the device. The discrepancy between the measured and expected
cavity lengths is most likely due to the estimated ng or evaluated central wavelength
λ0 not being exactly accurate. For the SuperK measurements, the observed fringes
are most likely a mix of several fringes, most of which come from the setup.

5.1.2 Transmission bandwidth

The change in signal as a function of voltage is found to be strongly dispersive - it
is however important to note that tuning of the transmission spectrum is achieved
over the entire transmission bandwidth. The bandwidth of the device is roughly 35
nm, which is limited by the transmission profile of the SEGs that are used to couple
light in and out of the device. The transmission profile of the SEGs can be captured
by measuring the transmission through a nano-beam waveguide, a passive structure
consisting of two SEGs distanced similarly as in the NOEM mirror, but with only
a short waveguide connecting them. This structure is depicted in fig. 5.4.a and
the averaged spectrum of three similar nano-beam waveguides is shown as the blue
curve in fig. 5.4.b.

5.2 Comparison to S-matrix model

Comparing the obtained results to the S-matrix model of the mirror presented in
section 2.3.2 requires first normalizing the data and extracting the waveguide dis-
placement (gap distance) as a function of the applied voltage. To remove the profile
of the dispersive SEG coupling efficiency from the spectra, the recorded data is nor-
malized to the nano-beam waveguide transmission. Both the mirror and nano-beam
waveguide transmission spectra have been smoothed to give a cleaner spectrum
without fringes, as indicated in fig. 5.4.b. The applied voltages are subsequently
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Figure 5.4: Normalization to a nano-beam waveguide. a. Nano-beam
waveguide structure. b. Transmission spectra of the nano-beam waveguide struc-
ture (blue curve) and mirror at 0 V (yellow curve). To flatten out fluctuations,
spectra from both devices are smoothed. Spectra of the mirror for all voltages
are then normalized to the nano-beam waveguide structure. c. The waveguide
displacement as a function of voltage given by eq. 2.16 for nominal device val-
ues (brown dashed line) and for fitted values (green dotted line). The deviation
between the two indicate that the device stiffness has been underestimated.

transformed into actual displacements of the directional coupler waveguides by uti-
lizing the electrostatic actuation model given by eq. 2.16, and the nominal device
parameters. The waveguide displacement as a function of voltage given by this
model is plotted in fig. 5.4.c (brown dashed line). While this relation is sufficient
for an initial comparison between the S-matrix model and the measurements, eq.
2.16 depends solely on geometrical properties of the device, which are highly influ-
enced by fabrication results. The expected maximal displacement at 8 V is found to
be 32.1 nm. The normalized data as a function of waveguide displacement is plotted
in fig. 5.5.a.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the normalized data to the S-matrix model.
a. Normalized spectra as a function of waveguide displacement. The displace-
ment is calculated from eq. 2.16 and nominal device values. b. S-matrix sim-
ulation of the mirror, as a function of waveguide displacement. The predicted
overall tuning behaviour is in good agreement with the measured data. In both
figures, the black dashed lines highlight minima and maxima of the transmission
spectra, showing a dispersion curve in the measured data not captured by the
S-matrix model.
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5.2.1 Device losses

Compared to the nano-beam waveguide, the transmission through the NOEM mirror
is around 15 %, corresponding to a loss of ∼ 8 dB. In ref [38], it is estimated that the
losses from the DC are similar to that of a waveguide of the same length. There the
waveguide losses are estimated to be −(7.5± 1.0) dB/mm. The waveguides used in
this work are similar, and should therefore exhibit comparable losses. The estimated
optical length from input to output of the NOEM mirror is about 195 µm, and the
device insertion loss is therefore estimated to be (1.46± 0.2) dB. Propagation losses
may vary from sample to sample due to differences in fabrication, but it is clear that
propagation losses can not account for all the measured losses of the device. The
insertion loss is an important figure-of-merit for any photonic device, and further
work is needed to here determine its source, and improve the fabrication steps to
reduce it. Losses in the device will also directly affect the tuning performance of
the NOEM phase shifter, as was shown in section 2.3.3. Measurements to further
characterize the loss in the devices were therefore attempted on passive, uncoupled
versions of the NOEM mirror on the NEMSV3 sample in the ARS setup. The results
of these measurements were however inconclusive, due to fabrication errors resulting
in deformed SEG profiles that varied from device to device.

5.2.2 Improving the S-matrix model

The S-matrix model of the NOEM mirror can include a wavelength dependency, by
using the numerical simulations of the DC (courtesy of Camille Papon), where the
exact DC geometry was constructed in COMSOL Multiphysics together with a de-
formation profile that describes the change in waveguide geometry by the actuation
from the electrodes. The results of the S-matrix model is plotted in fig. 5.5.b. This
initial comparison shows that the modelled map roughly reflects the measured data.
There are slight differences in the tuning and transmission, which are most likely
due to small deviations in the geometrical parameters of the fabricated device com-
pared to the intended parameters, and errors originating from the normalization. To
show that the model can better replicate the measured data of the actual fabricated
device, it can be optimized by varying the following parameters: the starting gap
distance d0 and coupling length Lc of the model, and the device stiffness kT of the
voltage-displacement relation (eq. 2.16).

In the following, an attempt to adjust the parameters of the S-matrix model to
best emulate the observed transmission response is given. This ”fitting” process is
made further complicated by factors that the model does not address. Firstly, as can
be seen in 5.5.a, at wavelengths longer than ∼ 952 nm, the signal is strongly sup-
pressed, caused by the SEGs of the device not transmitting well at these wavelengths.
Secondly, the measured data shows a dispersive curvature that is not captured by
the model. This is illustrated with the dashed black lines in fig. 5.5.a and 5.5.b, that
track a maximum and minimum contour of the transmission along displacement and
wavelength. In the modelled data, these contours follow a linear relation between
increasing displacement and wavelength. For the measured data, this relation has a
slight curvature. This means that when looking at cross-sections of the data along
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Figure 5.6: Improving the S-matrix model a. Transmission as a function
of wavelength at a fixed waveguide displacement of 12 nm. Dashed line shows
the numerical model, and solid line is the measured data. b. Same as a., but as
a function of displacement at a fixed wavelength of 940 nm. For both figures, the
parameters d0, kT and Lc are adjusted until a good match is found. c. Normalized
transmission spectra as a function of displacement, with the displacement given
by the adjusted device stiffness. Blue and red dashed lines indicate the cross-
sections shown in a. and b., respectively. d. S-matrix simulation of the mirror,
with improved parameters. Comparing this improved S-matrix model to the
normalized data in c. shows a clear improvement over the previous comparison.
The measured data in a., b. and c. have been normalized to unity.

the wavelength, the width of the transmission curves will effectively change with
the displacement. For cross-sections along the displacement axis, this results in a
change of the tuning range with wavelength. For this reason, the model parameters
are here adjusted to give the best match at the wavelengths around 938-945 nm,
where the tuning is most clear.

The model is first adjusted by taking a cross-section of the data and model
along the wavelength, and varying the initial gap distance d0 until the curves are
well-aligned. The coupling length Lc in the model can be varied to change the width
of the transmission curves. This is illustrated in fig. 5.6.a for a cross-section at 12
nm waveguide displacement. It is easiest to fit at this gap distance, as there is a
clear dip and peak in the transmission. The SuperK data has been normalized to
unity for easier comparison. An adequate fit is found for a starting gap distance
of d0 = 96 nm and coupling length Lc = 22.2 µm (note that the total length of
the waveguides includes a taper region of 7.8 nm in length, and the total length
is therefore 30 nm). For comparison, the expected values were d0 = 100 nm and
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Lc = 24 µm. The differences between the adjusted and nominal parameters lie well
within what can be justified as fabrication variations. Next, the tuning range is fitted
by taking cross-sections of the measured data and model along the displacement,
and varying the system stiffness kT . This is illustrated in fig. 5.6.b for a wavelength
of 940 nm. An adequate fit is found for kT = 0.64 Nm−1. The model deviates
slightly from the measured data at smaller displacements, which is most likely due
to the dispersion in the measured data explained previously. Compared to the
analytical value of kT = 0.89 Nm−1, this suggests that the fabricated device is
significantly more flexible, and that the maximal achievable displacement has been
underestimated. For kT = 0.64 Nm−1, the maximal induced displacement is found
to be 47.5 nm. The voltage-displacement curve using the adjusted value is plotted
as the green dotted line in fig. 5.4.c.

The measured data normalized to unity with the adjusted kT is plotted in fig.
5.6.c, and the adjusted model is plotted in fig. 5.6.d. The improved model shows
good agreement to the data, and accurately predicts the tuning behaviour of the
device. The model also describes the dispersive nature of the NOEM mirror to some
extent, but fails to completely capture the dispersive curvature encountered in the
measured data. For the device presented here the effect is minimal, but measurement
on devices with other parameters in some cases show more extreme curvatures.
During the fitting process it was noted that introducing minor corrections in the
propagation constants βS and βAS could change the shape and contour curvature of
the model, but no combination was found to successfully produce a good match to
the data.

5.3 Transmission fine scan

The most important figure-of-merits for the NOEM mirror are the ER and switching
displacement ∆y. These quantities are measured by implementing a similar mea-
surement scheme as introduced previously, but using the CTL laser and the fine
grating of the spectrometer instead. The fine grating has a significantly higher reso-
lution (0.05 nm) than the coarse one, and the CTL laser allows for a more controlled
scan over frequencies than with the SuperK. For each voltage step, the frequency is
scanned over a narrow range of interest, in this case between 938.8 and 940 nm. The
SuperK data (fig. 5.2.a) shows that at around these frequencies multiple peaks and
a clear dip in transmission is observed along increasing voltages, advantageous for
extracting the ER. The results of the CTL scan are shown in fig. 5.7.a, showing an
overall similar change in transmission as with the SuperK. The fringes have an FSR
of 0.31 nm, and could therefore not have been detected with the coarse grating used
in the SuperK measurements. They do not exhibit a similar shift in frequency at
the transmission dip as the fringes in the SuperK measurements. To extract the ER
and switching displacement, a cross-section along the voltages is taken at 939.55 nm
(peak of a fringe), and the S-matrix model parameters are subsequently adjusted to
match the data in a similar fashion as in the previous section. This results in slightly
different parameters than for the SuperK data, with a device stiffness of kT = 0.59
Nm−1 and starting gap d0 = 97 nm providing the best match.
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Figure 5.7: High-resolution voltage sweep measurements. a. Transmis-
sion voltage-sweep measurement, over a narrow range of wavelengths with the
CTL laser. The higher resolution of the fine grating reveals fringes not previously
visible, but a similar overall tuning behaviour. b. Transmission as a function of
displacement at fixed wavelength of 939.55 nm. The measured data (blue line)
yields an extinction ratio (ER = 17.0 dB) and switching displacement (∆y =
23.0 nm). The fitted S-matrix model (black dashed line) shows good agreement
to the data.

Ideally, the two waveguides of the DC should be identical, but due to fabrication
variations, this might not be the case. This can be incorporated into the model
by including an amplitude term to the symmetric and anti-symmetric modes in the
transmission and reflection coefficients:

t =
1

2

(
aSe

−iβSLc + aASe
−iβASLc

)
, (5.5)

and

r =
i

2

(
aSe

−iβSLc − aASe−iβASLc
)
. (5.6)

In the ideal case aS = aAS = 1. The dip in transmission from the model can be fitted
to the transmission dip of the measured data, and they are matched for the values
aS =

√
1.14 and aAS =

√
0.86, indicating that the maximum achievable tuning

contrast, or ER as was introduced in section 2.3.3, is limited by the symmetry of
the coupled waveguides in the DC.

The CTL data cross-section at 939.55 nm and the fitted S-matrix model is plotted
in fig. 5.7.b. The ER and ∆y are extracted from the model as opposed to the data
itself, as small fluctuations in the data can significantly affect the obtained values.
The modelled data yield an ER of 17.0 dB and ∆y of 23.0 nm. Measurements of
corresponding values for the NOEM photon router (containing only the DC) are
given in ref [49], which presents a splitting ratio of 23 dB and ∆y of 65 nm. The
splitting ratio differs from the ER in that it is a normalized value of the output
of the two ports of the router, which cannot be measured directly in the NOEM
mirror. The two values are therefore not directly comparable, but the obtained
values suggest a worse tuning amplitude of the NOEM mirror. However, similar
measurements with the CTL laser on devices with different parameters to the one
presented here yielded ERs up to 23 dB, comparable to the NOEM photon router
value. The switching displacement shows a significant improvement over the NOEM
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photon router, as was expected since light propagates through the DC coupler twice
in the NOEM mirror. In fact, the NOEM mirror can achieve a π-shift in intensity
in less than 50 nm waveguide displacement.

5.4 Concluding remarks

In conclusion, the measurements to characterize the optical properties of the NOEM
mirror with a broadband white-light source revealed tuning of the transmission signal
through the device over a broad wavelength range of 35 nm, corresponding to the
bandwidth of the SEG out-couplers. The insertion loss of the device is not directly
measured, but normalizing the NOEM mirror data to that of nano-beam waveguide
indicates significant losses of up to 8.2 dB, which cannot be accounted for solely
by propagation losses. Measurements focused on directly characterizing the optical
losses of the device were attempted but inconclusive, prompting future works to
accurately determine the device loss. The theoretical S-matrix model shows good
agreement with the measured data, and accurately depicts the tuning behaviour
of the NOEM mirror, as well as most (but not all) of the dispersive nature of the
device. On top of that, it can also give information on the structural and geometrical
properties of the device, with a good fit to the data found for a coupling length of
22 nm, device stiffness of 0.64 Nm−1, and starting gap distance of 96 nm. High-
resolution measurements at around 940 nm show the high tuning performance of the
device, with a full switch in transmission achievable with a waveguide displacement
of only 23 nm. Indeed, a full π-shift in transmission is obtainable with less than
50 nm waveguide displacement. An ER of 17.0 dB was measured for the presented
device, corresponding to an drop in the transmission signal of up to 98 %. NOEM
devices with different structural parameters have been found to yield ERs of up to
23 dB.

Finally, two observations not presented in the main chapter text that are required
to give a complete understanding of the NOEM mirror is discussed here. First, the
measurements presented here were conducted at RT, integration with QDs require
cryogenic temperatures. Measurements on other NOEM mirror devices conducted
at both RT and 10K indicate that the NOEM mirror exhibits the same tuning
behaviour at cryogenic temperatures, but that cooling down may have an impact on
structural properties such as the device stiffness and starting gap distance, which
affect the overall performance of the device. A more detailed analysis is required
to draw conclusions on the thermal impact on the device performance. It is also
worth noting that the transmission of the SEGs were found to be blue-shifted by
approximately 25 nm after cool-down. The second important thing to note, is that
the measurements conducted here technically do not prove the ”mirror” properties
of the device - the results merely show the ability to extinguish the transmission
going through the device. It has however not been proven that the extinguished
signal is instead reflected to the input port. As was mentioned in the beginning
of the chapter, measuring the reflected signal is not possible on this device. Given
the good agreement between the measured data and the S-matrix model for the
transmitted signal, it is however a fair assumption to make that the reflected signal
is similarly emulated by the S-matrix model.
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Figure 5.8: Proposed revision of the NOEM mirror to measure the
reflected signal. The input arm of the mirror is split into two, each of which
leads to an SEG coupler. The structure allows for measuring both the transmitted
and reflected signal simultaneously, which is required to verify the anti-correlation
between the two, predicted by the S-matrix model.

Future works should nevertheless attempt to prove this directly. A suggestion for
a tailored NOEM mirror device capable of directly measuring both the transmitted
and reflected signal is presented in fig. 5.8. Measurements on such a device should
help confirm the anti-correlation between the transmitted and reflected signals, as
predicted by the S-matrix model.
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Characterization of the tunable

NOEM phase shifter

Tailoring the emission properties of single photon sources is a crucial step for cre-
ating efficient quantum photonic circuits. Minimizing the losses and impurities of
the emitted photons is key, and even directing all emitted photons in the correct
direction remains a challenge. As was discussed in section 2.3.3, the reason for this is
that a QD embedded in a waveguide has an equal probability of emitting into either
direction. As most circuit architectures only use photons emitted into one direction,
those emitted in the ”wrong” direction (50 % of the total counts) are effectively lost.
Photonic-crystal mirrors integrated in the waveguide can reach extreme reflectivities,

V

10 μm

Output

Bonding pad

Input

QD

Figure 6.1: False-colored SEM of the NOEM phase shifter. A QD
located within the structure at the approximate position of the green triangle
is located. In all measurements the QD is excited above band from the top,
and the QD emission is collected at the single output port. For voltage sweep
measurements a bias voltage is induced between the electrodes (highlighted in
yellow). The bonding pads are shown closer to the device than de facto for
illustrative purposes.
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but are not suitable candidates in solving this issue, as they offer no control of
the phase of the reflected light, and therefore no control of the vacuum electric
field amplitude at the position of the QD (which is inherently random from fabri-
cation). This vacuum electric field is responsible for the spontaneous emission of
an integrated QD, and controlling the phase is therefore decisive in controlling the
emission properties of the QD.

In this work, a novel integrated device towards this goal has been proposed - the
tunable NOEM phase shifter, pictured in fig. 6.1. According to the developed S-
matrix model, the device should be capable of tuning the phase of the reflected field,
thereby shifting the vacuum electric field around the QD and modifying its emission.
This is done by varying the gap distance of the parallel waveguides in the central
DC through a voltage bias applied between pairs of electrostatic actuators. In this
chapter, the results of measurements to characterize the tuning of a QD’s emission
using the NOEM phase shifter is presented. First, the process of localizing and
identifying a suitable QD is presented. Next, the emission of a QD within the NOEM
phase shifter is collected for different voltage biases, and the results are compared
to the predictions from the S-matrix model. Finally, lifetime measurements are
conducted to directly determine the change in the spontaneous emission rate of the
QD. All measurements are performed at 10 K.

6.1 Quantum dot localization and characteriza-

tion

Figure 6.1 shows a NOEM phase shifter fabricated on the LoopSwitchB sample,
which will be investigated in chapter. Due to the random spatial distribution of the
QDs on the sample, the challenge becomes locating a QD at an optimal position
in the device. As indicated on the figure, this optimal placement is on the single
waveguide region before the SEG out-coupler. In this region, the properties of the
vacuum electric field should be predicted by the S-matrix model - for other locations,
say in one of the arms of the y-splitter, the field may look entirely different. A
suitable QD candidate is located by scanning the PDL spot on the waveguide region
from the top, while looking at the spectrum of light collected at the SEG port. This
follows the above-band excitation scheme presented in section 2.1.2. The localization
is best accomplished with the coarse grating of the spectrometer, as this yields higher
counts. Once a bright and narrow emission line of a QD has been detected, the
exact position of the laser spot can be fine-tuned by optimising the QD emission
counts with the fine grating of the spectrometer. Due to a low QD density in the
LoopSwitchB sample, only a single satisfactory QD located within the waveguide
region of a NOEM phase shifter device was located, which will be denoted QDA.
To verify that this emission line originates from the excitonic transition of a QD,
the power of the excitation laser is swept from 0.01 µW to 0.44 µW, with spectra
collected at each step. With increasing excitation power, emission coming from a
QD is expected to saturate, and the FWHM of the emission line start to broaden,
an effect known as power broadening.

The results of this power sweep are presented in fig. 6.2.a, showing a few select
spectra at powers of interest. The emission line from QDA is found at a rather short
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Figure 6.2: Power sweep measurements. a. Spectra of light collected from
the output port for different excitation powers. A bright and narrow QD emission
line is present at 901.5 nm that increases and subsequently decreases. Regularly
spaced fringes are visible that become more pronounced with increasing power.
b. Fast fourier transform of the spectra. A clear peak (green dashed line) is
found at FSR = 0.83 nm. c. Corresponding optical cavity length (in air). The
peak at Lcav = 520 µm corresponds to an optical cavity length of 97 mu, when
divided by the estimated group index of the device. This value is in agreement
with the approximate distance between SEG and loop in the device.

wavelength of 901.5 nm, but is distinctively narrow and bright, indicative that it
is indeed emission from a single QD excitonic transition. The QD emission peak
is qualitatively seen to initially increase, but subsequently drop significantly as the
excitation power is increased. The emission is muddled by the presence of clear
cavity fringes in the captured spectra, making it difficult to directly isolate the QD
emission. Fast Fourier transforms of the spectra are plotted in fig. 6.2.b, where
a clear peak emerges at higher powers at an FSR of 0.83 nm. Figure 6.2.c shows
that these fringes correspond to an optical cavity of length of 520 µm (given by eq.
5.4), assuming propagation in air. Dividing this by the estimated group index for
the device ng = 5.36 yields an optical cavity length of 97 µm, which matches the
estimated distance between the SEG coupler and loop in the NOEM phase shifter
of ∼ 94 µm, suggesting that the fringes stem from the device itself, due to a finite
reflection coefficient of the SEG. Emission into the cavity modes is likely the result
of exciton recombination in the InAs wetting layer in the sample, a byproduct of
using the above-band excitation scheme. The wetting layer emission has a central
wavelength of ∼ 870 nm, but with a tail that stretches up to much higher wave-
lengths. At wavelengths above ∼ 903 nm, the SEG transmission efficiency increases
dramatically, which explains the clear increase and subsequent decrease in cavity
fringe amplitude for higher wavelengths.

To accurately investigate the saturation behaviour of QDA, the emission line
is fitted, and the counts are integrated over the width of the peak for all powers.
The fitting is however complicated by the overlap with the cavity resonances, which
must be subtracted before fitting the peak. As shown in fig. 6.3.a, the background
(red line with black crosses) is estimated and subsequently subtracted from the data
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Figure 6.3: Corrected emission of QDA at different powers. a. QD
emission spectrum at 0.2 µm (blue line) with the background fitted (red line,
crosses). b. Same as a., but after subtracting the fitted background. The QD
emission is fitted with a Lorentzian function. c. Corrected emission of QDA
as a function of power. The QD is found to saturate at Psat ≈ 0.3 µW, and
subsequently decrease. The decrease may be a result of a coupling of the QD
emission to the cavity modes. The blue data point in c. indicates the spectra
shown in a. and b.

(blue curve), producing a corrected QD emission peak as shown by the blue crosses
in fig. 6.3.b. The resulting peak is then fitted with a Lorentzian function (red
line), and the counts over the line width are integrated. The corrected, integrated
QD fluorescence counts as a function of excitation laser power is presented in fig.
6.3.c. The figure shows that QDA is found to saturate at an excitation power of
Psat ≈ 0.03 µW. The saturation power is an important parameter to consider, as
further investigations of the QD emission rate should be conducted well below Psat.
Power sweep measurements well below saturation were not conducted in this work,
but should be carried out in future works, as such can provide information on the
exact excitonic transition being addressed [73].The drop in intensity at higher powers
(P > Psat) is likely caused by the non-resonant coupling to the cavity modes. In fig.
6.2.a, a slight shift in the cavity resonances’ wavelengths is seen at higher powers.
Increasing the QD-cavity detuning leads to a decrease in the QD saturation intensity
[74], which is likely the reason here. It is also worth noting that as the width of
the QD emission line and cavity resonances are very similar, the background fitting
will likely include some of the QD emission signal, and more so for higher powers,
making the intensity drop more pronounced.

6.2 Tuning of the quantum dot emission rate

To characterize the NOEM phase shifter’s capability in tuning QD emission, the
QD identified in the previous section (QDA) is pumped above band from the top
with the PDL, at a power well below QD saturation P = 0.01 µW. A voltage
sweep protocol similar to section 5.1 is implemented, where the voltage across the
electrodes is scanned from 0 V to 9 V in steps of 0.5 V, and spectra are recorded
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at each step with the fine grating, collected from the SEG coupler. Figure 6.4 plots
the captured spectra for different voltages (in integer steps for better clarity), with
the black crosses and dashed line tracing the peak of the QD emission.

QDA

Figure 6.4: Tuning of the quantum dot emission. As the voltage across
the electrodes is increased, the emission from QDA collected at the output port
is significantly increased. The black dashed line and crosses track the peak of the
emission line as a guide for the eye.

The presented data have been normalized to an excitation laser power of P = 0.01
µW to account for power fluctuations. A clear increase in the emission peak height
with voltage is observed. There is little emission into the cavity modes due to the
low excitation laser power, but as there is a clear overlap between the QD emission
and cavity mode, this background emission must once again be subtracted. Similarly
to section 6.1, the background emission is fitted and subtracted, the resulting QD
emission line fitted with a Lorentzian function, and the counts are integrated. The
corrected, integrated counts of QDA as a function of waveguide displacement of the
DC is shown in fig. 6.5.a. The waveguide displacement is given by eq. 2.16 and
nominal values for the specific device, with the corresponding voltage-displacement
curve plotted as the brown dashed line in fig. 6.5.b.

The NOEM phase shifter containing QDA has the following structural param-
eters: shuttle electrode length Ls = 26 µm, shuttle electrode width ws = 260 nm,
coupling length Lc = 20 µm, and starting gap distance d0 = 150 nm. The estimated
performance of the device is gauged by considering two couplings. The first is the
electro-mechanical coupling, specified by the first two parameters, and is for this de-
vice expected to be very good. This is reflected in the maximal achievable waveguide
displacement, which for this device is 73 nm at 9 V. The opto-mechanical coupling,
i.e. the change in the optical properties of the device with waveguide displacement,
is due to the large starting gap distance and shorter coupling length expected to
be less than optimal. The data presented in fig. 6.5.a show that the QD emission
rate has been increased by a factor of 2.09 for a waveguide displacement of 73 nm.
The range of the tuning is however not entirely clear, as no minima or maxima er
present in the data.
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6.2.1 Comparison to the S-matrix model

Next, an attempt to match the S-matrix model of the NOEM phase shifter intro-
duced in section 2.3.3 to the data is made, under the assumption that the decay rate
is proportional to the vacuum electric field amplitude γ ∝ |E|2. The measured data
is influenced by many factors, and obtaining an exact fit is therefore not relevant.
Nonetheless, to show that the developed S-matrix model can roughly describe the
observed tuning behaviour, an adequate match to the data is found by varying the
parameters: coupling length Lc, starting gap distance d0, device stiffness kT , device
loss aL, and an arbitrary proportionality constant α. The numerical simulations
used for the model are however only defined for wavelengths between 920 nm and
990 nm. The difference to the QD emission wavelength of 901.5 nm can however be
compensated for by varying the other fitting parameters. A satisfactory fit to the
data is presented in fig. 6.5.c.
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Figure 6.5: Tuning of QDA emission. a. Integrated counts of the QDA
emission line as a function of waveguide displacement, calculated by correcting
for the background data and fitting the emission line with a Lorentzian function
(see fig. 6.3). The displacement is found from eq. 2.16 and nominal device values.
b. The deviation in the tuning curves using the nominal (brown dashed line) and
adjust (dotted green line) device stiffness kT indicates that the device is more
flexible than expected, as was the case for the NOEM mirror. c. The simulated
vacuum electric field can be made to match the data by varying the parameters
of the S-matrix model.

The parameters used for this fit (nominal values) are: Lc = 28 µm (27.8 µm),
d0 = 135 nm (150 nm), kT = 0.55 Nm−1 (0.69 Nm−1), and aL = 83 %. A few things
are here worth noting. First, a good match was achieved with values that are close
to the nominal values, within what can be justified by fabrication imperfections.
Second, as was also the case for the NOEM mirror, the device stiffness and therefore
maximal achievable displacement seem to have been underestimated. The voltage-
displacement curve for the adjusted kT is plotted as the green dotted line in fig.
6.5.b, implying a maximal achievable displacement of 104.6 nm. Finally, recalling
eq. 2.48, losses can be incorporated into the model by reducing the amplitude of
the reflected wave in the device, ultimately resulting in a decrease in the tuning
amplitude that can be achieved by the device. A loss of 0.83 % corresponds to 7.7
dB, comparable to the measured loss of the NOEM mirror of 8.2 dB.
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6.2.2 Temporal shift

Measurements to characterize the repeatability of the emission tuning of QDA with
the NOEM phase shifter revealed a curious phenomenon: the starting point in
the tuning curve seemingly shifts over time. Figure 6.6.a shows a similar voltage
sweep capturing the emission of QDA as was presented in section 6.2, conducted
49 minutes after the voltage sweep measurements presented previously. The data is
similarly corrected for background emission and fitted with a Lorentzian function,
and the tuning of the integrated counts is compared to the previous measurement
in fig. 6.6.b (assuming a similar voltage-displacement curve given by nominal de-
vice values). The two time-separated measurements show starkly different tuning

QDA
a) b)

Figure 6.6: Tuning of the quantum dot emission at a later time. a.
QD emission voltage sweep measurement conducted 49 minutes after the one
presented previously. The red dashed line and crosses trace the peak of the
emission line as a guide for the eye. b. Integrated counts of QDA emission for
the early (black curve) and late (red curve) measurements. A dramatic change
in the tuning behaviour of the emission of QDA is observed.

behaviours - the early measurement shows a clear increase in counts for larger gap
distances, while the later measurement shows a sharp decrease. Assuming that this
behaviour is accurately captured by the S-matrix model, this difference corresponds
to changing the initial gap distance of the modelled device, in other words changing
the ”starting point” of the tuning curve. This also explains the changes in intensi-
ties being different - the early measurement shows a factor ∼ 2.09 increase in the
intensity, while the later shows a slightly larger decrease of a factor ∼ 0.41, despite it
reaching an apparent minimum. A large starting gap distance leads to less emission
tuning with displacement, as compared to a smaller starting gap distance. Several
possible explanations for this temporal shift were investigated during the course of
the experiments, but none proved conclusive. Most notably, large fluctuations in
temperature could have an impact on the structural properties of the device, al-
tering its tuning capabilities. The temperature was however observed to be stable
between measurements. The spectral overlap between cavity mode and QD emission
will have an impact on the tuning behaviour, which has not yet been inspected. In
the following, a possible explanation for the temporal shift due to the spectral shift
of the cavity modes over time is given.
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6.2.3 Spectral tuning of cavity mode resonances

In section 6.2.1, the S-matrix model for the NOEM phase shifter was matched to
the data, showing good agreement between predicted and recorded data. As noted
before, a precise fit to the data is not feasible, as this would have to account for
a multitude of factors. However, further analysis indicates that disregarding this
limitation, the developed S-matrix model still fails to tell the entire story. Recalling
eq. 2.48, the developed model describes the vacuum electric field forming a standing
wave surrounding the emitter, altered by a change of phase induced by the device,
that is described by the S-matrix. It is here necessary to make an important distinc-
tion: such a model only describes the spatial overlap of the emitter and surrounding
field, but does not account for their spectral overlap. In other words, the model as-
sumes that the exciton transition and electric field mode are resonant. However, the
results obtained in this work show QD emission and surrounding cavity modes that
are off-resonance, with a detuning that changes with voltage. This is highlighted in
fig. 6.7, which shows a zoom-in of the results of the two voltage sweep measurements
separated by time presented earlier for 0 V and 9 V. Two cavity modes are seen

5:50 pm5:11 pm
QDA QDA

a) b)

Figure 6.7: Tuning of the cavity resonances. a. Zoom-in of the captured
spectra at 0 V (light-blue curve) and 9 V (red curve) for the early measurement.
The emission line of QDA is centered between the two cavity resonances at 0 V,
which are shifted towards lower wavelengths at 9 V. b. Same as a., but for the
later measurement. The initial positions of the cavity resonances at 0 V have
been shifted, so that the QDA emission line now nearly overlaps with the left
resonance. The cavity resonances are similarly shifted towards lower wavelengths
at 9 V. The clear shift in the cavity resonances’ wavelengths between a. and b.
is the likely cause of the change in tuning behaviour over time, and indicates that
it is the spectral tuning of cavity resonances that is mainly responsible for the
QD emission tuning.

that overlap with the QD emission mode. The amplitudes of these cavity modes are
too small for Fourier transformation analysis, but it is assumed that these cavity
fringes are identical to those previously analysed, found to originate from the device.
As the voltage is increased, the cavity modes are spectrally shifted towards lower
wavelengths, affecting the spontaneous emission rate of the QD. Numerical simula-
tions of the DC reveal that the effective refractive index in the DC changes with
gap distance, which according to eq. 5.3 would result in a shift in the wavelength of
the cavity mode.
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The Purcell enhancement of the spontaneous decay rate of a QD emitter in a non-
resonant cavity is given by [22]:

FP =
Γcav
Γhom

=
3Q

4π2Vm

(2κ)2

4∆2 + (2κ)2

|rvc · E(r0)|2

|rvc|2|Emax|2
, (6.1)

where Q and Vm are the cavity mode quality factor and mode volume, and ∆ and 2κ
are the exciton transition-cavity resonance detuning and FWHM of the cavity mode.
Finally, rvc, E(r0) and Emax are the transition dipole moment, electric field at the
dipole position and maximum electric field, respectively. The distinction between
tuning mechanisms is made clearer by eq. 6.1: the spontaneous emission rate can
either be enhanced spectrally by changing ∆, or spatially by changing E(r0). It is
important to clarify that no matter which mechanism is responsible, the end result
is the same: a change in the LDOS responsible for the spontaneous emission of the
QD emitter. As previously discussed, the cavity modes appear because of a finite
reflection coefficient of the SEG out-coupler. For perfectly non-reflective SEGs, these
cavity modes disappear, and the tuning of the spontaneous emission rate is expected
to be governed entirely by the change in spatial overlap predicted by the S-matrix
model. The change in spontaneous emission rate due to the spectral tuning of a
cavity mode can be written:

FP,cav =
FP,f
FP,i

=
Γf
Γi

=
(2κf )

2(4∆2 + (2κi)
2)

(2κi)2(4(∆ + δλ)2 + (2κf )2)
, (6.2)

where FP,f (Γf ) and FP,i (Γi) are the Purcell enhancements (spontaneous emission
rates) at 9 V and 0 V, respectively, ∆ is the initial detuning at 0 V, and δλ is the
shift in cavity resonance wavelength at 9 V. The FWHM of the cavity resonance at
9 V and 0 V is given by 2κf and 2κi, respectively. The equation assumes there is
no change in the spatial overlap, and therefore only takes the spectral tuning into
account.

The total Purcell enhancement by the spectral tuning of the two overlapping
cavity resonances, which are denoted left and right according to their spectral po-
sition compared to the QD emission, can be estimated by extracting approximate
values from fig. 6.7 and using: FP,total = FP,left · FP,right. For the early mea-
surement presented in fig. 6.7.a, the total Purcell enhancement is found to be
FP,total ≈ 0.55 · 2.47 = 1.36. For the later measurement presented in fig. 6.7.b
an enhancement of FP,total ≈ 0.36 · 1.31 = 0.47 is found. Comparing these to the
measured changes in QD emission of 2.09 and 0.41 for the early and late measure-
ments, respectively, indicates that the spectral cavity tuning has an impact on the
total change in emission, but to varying degree. It is however worth noting that
eq. 6.2 presents a highly simplified picture, and does not take the overlap between
the two cavity modes into account, for example. It is also very sensitive to small
fluctuations of its parameters. Further measurements nonetheless indicate that the
majority of the tuning is due to the spectral cavity tuning, with limited contribu-
tions from the spatial mode tuning. This is corroborated by two observations: the
limited tuning in the absence of cavity fringes, and the temporal shift discussed in
6.2.2. The latter is highlighted by looking at the spectra for 0 V (light blue lines)
for both measurements, shown in fig. 6.7.a and 6.7.b. A clear shift in the cavity res-
onance wavelengths between the two measurements is visible, which would explain
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the change in the overall tuning behaviour of the QD emission. At the time of writ-
ing, it remains unclear what causes this temporal shift. One possible explanation
is that the shift could be due to a drift in the gap distance of the DC, but further
investigations are required for a conclusion to be made.

6.2.4 Impact of device losses

Voltage sweep measurements as those presented previously have been conducted on
QD’s without the presence of cavity modes. These measurements were performed on
devices on the NEMSV3 sample containing near fully-undercut SEGs (see fig. 3.5.b
as an example), which should possess minimal reflection coefficients. Voltage sweep
measurements showed little-to-no tuning of the QD emission throughout. While
this may partly be due to fabrication imperfections such as damages to the metal
electrodes (see fig. 3.4.a), it is believed that it is mainly caused by the limited spatial
mode tuning, which in turn is due to losses in the device. This further highlights
how the emission tuning of QDA was likely mainly the result of spectral tuning of
the surrounding cavity resonances. The losses in the NOEM phase shifter can not
be measured directly, but assuming that the losses are comparable to those of the
NOEM mirror, measured to be 8.2 dB, the S-matrix model shows that the maximal
achievable tuning is by a factor of 1.83, corresponding to an extinction ratio of
ER = 2.63 dB. This is illustrated by the red curve in fig. 6.8.a.
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Figure 6.8: Impact of losses to device performance. a. The vacuum
electric field amplitude given by the S-matrix model for device losses comparable
to the NOEM mirror (red curve) shows a limited tuning with gap distance of only
2.36 dB. Reducing the device losses to 1.34 dB (green curve) comparable to the
NOEM photon router is feasible. In this case, the tuning amplitude is significantly
improved to 16.1 dB. b. Redesigned loop for the device. The significantly shorter
length should help reduce propagation losses.

As discussed in section 5.2.1, the source of these losses remains unclear and requires
more in-depth analyses. The limiting factor in the tuning of the QD emission by the
NOEM phase shifter is therefore evidently device losses. An attempt was made to
reduce device losses by re-designing the loop of the NOEM phase shifter, as depicted
in fig. 6.8.b. The length of the new loop has been significantly shortened, which
should reduce propagation losses. NOEM phase shifters with this amended loop were
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fabricated and characterized on the NEMSV3 sample, but the updated design did
not show a significant improvement over the older. Losses on the NEMSV3 sample
are however expected to be even larger than those on the LoopSwitchB sample due
to fabrication imperfections, and the device yield rate for the re-designed NOEM
phase shifters was very low.

To gauge the full potential of the NOEMS phase shifter, the performance of
the device with losses comparable to another state-of-the-art NOEMS devices is
presented. The tuning of the vacuum electric field given by the S-matrix model, with
losses similar to the NOEM photon router, is shown as the red curve in fig. 6.8.a.
The NOEM photon router bears much resemblance to the NOEM phase shifter, and
has an insertion loss of 0.67 dB [38]. To account for light travelling twice through
the DC, this value has been doubled in fig. 6.8.a. A NOEM phase shifter with
a device loss of 1.34 dB shows a significantly improved tuning amplitude of up to
a factor of 41.05, corresponding to an extinction ratio of ER = 16.1 dB. Future
works on the NOEM phase shifter device should therefore emphasize optimizing
the device parameters and improving nano-fabrication processes towards the goal of
minimizing device losses.

6.3 Fluorescence lifetime measurements

To complete the investigation of the NOEM phase shifter, the change in the spon-
taneous emission rate of QDA as a function of voltage is measured directly by time-
resolved fluorescence lifetime measurements. The QD is again pumped above-band
with an excitation laser power of P = 0.01 µW, well below the QD saturation level,
and the collected emission is sent through the filtering setup presented in fig. 6.9.a.
The grating can be aligned to spatially filter the QD emission line, which is subse-
quently collected and sent to a single-photon avalanche diode (SPAD). In the SPAD,
a current is generated upon the detection of a photon. This electric signal is then
sent to a PicoHarp 300 time-correlated single-photon (TSCPC) device that resolves
the photons in the time-domain. The measured photon arrival times are adjusted
relative to a synchronization signal emitted by the PDL. A high signal-to-noise ratio
is achieved by integrating over thousands of photon counts until a specified thresh-
old is reached. The measurement is repeated for two different voltage biases that
have previously been measured in a voltage-sweep measurement to correspond to a
maximum and minimum of the QD emission rate.

The results of the fluorescence lifetime measurements are presented in fig. 6.9.b
and 6.9.c, corresponding to a low emission rate (5 V) and high emission rate (0
V), respectively. Initially, the measured correlated photon counts (blue curves)
do not only represent the decay rate of the QD, as they are convolved with the
instrument response function (IRF) of the measurement setup. The IRF (black
curves) is measured by aiming the excitation laser on an empty part of the sample
and correlating photon counts from the scattered light. The IRF is deconvoluted
from the measured photon correlations, which are then fitted by a single exponential.
The optimal fit is found by varying the offset of the IRF and the starting fit time.
The resulting fits are shown as the red curves, with the green curves indicating the
fits prior to the fit starting time. The low χ2-values and correlation factors indicate
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that the exponential function accurately reproduces the data, while not over-fitting.
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Figure 6.9: Quantum dot fluorescence lifetime measurements. a. Free-
space grating filter setup. The QD emission line is filtered with a grating, and
an SPAD and PicoHarp correlate the photon arrival times. b. Results of the
lifetime measurements at 5 V. The photon counts (blue curve) are deconvoluted
from the IRF (black curve), and are fitted with a single exponential (red curve)
to extract the decay rate. The green dashed line indicate the fits prior to the
selected starting point. The low χ2-value indicate that the exponential function
reproduces the data well, and the low correlation factor indicates that the data
is not over-fitted. c. Same as b., but at 0 V. The decay rate is found to only
change marginally between the two voltages.

In the low counts case, the decay rate is found to be Γlow = (1.218 ± 0.002) ns −1,
which is only marginally increased for the high counts case to Γhigh = (1.292±0.002)
ns −1. The measured increase in the spontaneous decay rate is therefore only a
factor of 1.06. The minimal change in decay rate is likely due to the temporal
shift discussed previously. Changing the setup from a voltage sweep measurement
to a lifetime measurement takes time, and integrating photon counts until a high
enough signal-to-noise ratio is reached takes several minutes. During this time,
the temporal shift may have changed the spontaneous decay rate. Secondly, right
before commencing the lifetime measurement, the tuning curve of the QD emission
resembled a ”valley”. This is the reason for choosing 5 V, instead of say 9 V, as
this corresponds to a minimum. The contrast between high and low counts was
therefore not optimal. It is anticipated that the change in the spontaneous decay
rate be considerably higher in the absence of the temporal shift and for a higher
contrast between low and high counts.
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6.4 Concluding remarks

In summary, measurements to characterize the NOEM phase shifter’s ability to tune
the spontaneous emission rate of an embedded QD were conducted. By imposing a
voltage bias of up to 9 V across the electrostatic actuators of the DC, the change
in waveguide displacement resulted in a tuning of the spontaneous emission rate
of the embedded QD by up to a factor of 2.44, corresponding to an ER of 3.8
dB. The measurements however cast doubt on the central mechanism responsible
for the tuning, due to the presence of cavity resonances in the recorded spectra.
These cavity resonances likely arise due to a finite reflectance of the SEG. The
FSR of the cavity fringes were found to correspond to an optical cavity length
in the device of 97 µm, comparable to the length between SEG and loop in the
device of ∼ 94 µm. Whether the tuning is due to the phase shifter modulating
the spatial mode of the vacuum electric field, as predicted by the S-matrix, or by
tuning the cavity modes in and out of resonance with the QD emission, remains
unclear. Adjusting the parameters of the S-matrix model, which only accounts for
the spatial tuning, the model was made to adequately reproduce the measured data.
However, measurements on a NOEM phase shifter fabricated on a different sample
with no visible cavity resonances showed little-to-no tuning of the QD emission rate.
Taking all things into account, it is here speculated that the spectral tuning of the
cavity resonances is the dominant factor in the observed change in QD emission
rate, with limited contributions from the spatial mode tuning. Irregardless of the
exact mechanism, the end result is the same: a change in the LDOS responsible for
the spontaneous emission of the QD.

The repeatability of the emission tuning was found to be severely inhibited by an
apparent drift in the cavity resonances’ wavelength over time. In fact, identical volt-
age sweep measurements conducted 49 minutes apart showed near anti-correlated
behaviour. The fluorescence lifetime measurements of the QD demonstrated only a
marginal tuning of a factor 1.06, likely also limited by the temporal shift. As the
cavity resonances are always shifted towards lower wavelengths with voltage, the
changing initial wavelengths of the resonances have a dramatic impact on the over-
all tuning curve of the QD emission rate. Potential sources of the temporal shift,
such as temperature changes, were excluded. It is speculated that fluctuations in
the gap distance of the DC may prove a viable explanation. Future works should
attempt to quantify the temporal drift more precisely, for example by recording
time-resolved emission spectra and tracking the cavity resonances’ drift, in order to
propose a conclusive hypothesis.

Significant device losses are predicted by the S-matrix model to have a detri-
mental impact on the spatial mode tuning amplitude (ER) of the QD emission rate.
The current design of the NOEM phase shifter does not allow for measuring the
losses directly, but they are expected to be comparable to the NOEM mirror, which
already displayed unaccountably large losses. Losses are the likely explanation of
the little-to-no tuning of the QD emission rate found for devices without cavity res-
onances. Reducing losses is expected to dramatically increase the performance of
the NOEM phase shifter, and future works should therefore look to optimize the
device structure and fabrication processes towards this end.
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Conclusion and outlook

The aim of this thesis was to present novel applications of the nano-opto-electro-
mechanical directional coupler for the development of new on-chip functionalities.
To this end, two new chip-scale devices were introduced: a mirror with adjustable
reflectivity, and a tunable phase shifter. The thesis first presented the quantum dot
emitters used in this work, as well as a derivation of how their spontaneous emission
may be addressed by modifying the surrounding optical environment. The under-
lying coupled-mode theory governing the devices’ ability to alter optical fields via
an electro-mechanical tuning was presented. Using the S-matrix formalism, models
were developed describing the devices’ optical responses. The S-matrix formalism,
in combination with the cascading junctions method, proved to be a powerful tool,
and is expected to be integral in the development of future complex photonic ar-
chitectures. The thesis presented the fabrication processes used to fabricate the
devices, applicable for numerous other nano-scale photonic devices. The fabricated
samples were characterized at both room temperature and cryogenic temperatures.

The nano-mechanical mirror demonstrated the tuning of a broadband coherent
light source transmitted through the device, with a change in power of 17.0 dB over
a mechanical switching displacement of only 23 nm. Similar fabricated devices with
different structural parameters yielded extinction ratios of up to 23.0 dB. To the
best of this author’s knowledge, this device comprises a novel approach to chip-
based adjustable reflectors with a state-of-the-art performance. A thorough study
of the relevant literature yielded only one article with a comparable device, in which
simulations of an on-chip tunable reflector with a theoretical maximum extinction
ratio of 18.2 dB are presented [75].

Characterization of the nano-mechanical tunable phase shifter demonstrated the
tuning of the spontaneous emission rate of an embedded quantum dot emitter of
up to a factor of 2.44. The measurements revealed that the central mechanism
responsible for this increase was in fact the spectral tuning of cavity resonances, as
opposed to the spatial optical field modulation hypothesized by the S-matrix model.
Improvements to the fabrication processes will however eliminate this unwanted
spectral tuning, resulting in the change in spontaneous emission rate being governed
entirely by the spatial modulation, which can be improved by reducing device losses.
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There remains much to be done with these devices, and future works can progress
in one of two directions: optimizing device performance, or combining them (and
other integrated devices) to construct more advanced photonic structures. For the
NOEM mirror, it remains imperative to directly prove the anti-correlation of the
transmitted and reflected signals. This can be achieved with the device presented in
fig. 5.8. Similarly, reducing the insertion loss of the device is critical for integration
in QPICs. Reducing losses can be accomplished by improving the nano-fabrication
processes to minimize the surface roughness of the sample [76], or by scaling down
the length of the enclosed loop, as was shown in fig. 6.8.b. Another benefit of
reducing device losses is that it would enhance the effectiveness of a potential cavity
structure containing the mirror [56]. Figure 7.1.a presents a proposed structure
comprised of a photonic-crystal Bragg mirror and the tunable NOEM mirror.
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Figure 7.1: Proposed future NOEM devices. a. Schematic of tunable
cavity device. A cavity is formed with a photonic crystal mirror (PhC) and the
tunable NOEM mirror. A contained QD (red triangle) is Purcell enhanced. b.
Trade-off between transmission and cavity Q-factor. As the Q-factor (Purcell
enhancement) is increased, the transmission out of the cavity drops. Different
intrinsic Q-factors (Qi) indicate the impact of losses. c. Schematic of alternative
tunable phase shifter. PhC mirrors are incorporated to the two arms of the
directional coupler, separated by a distance corresponding to a π-phase shift. d.
Phase change and reflection amplitude of the phase shifter. Numerical simulations
of the DC and the S-matrix show that the device is fully reflective (orange curve,
assuming no losses), with an induced change of phase depending on the DC gap
distance.

The single-photon indistinguishability and emission rate of a quantum dot will be
Purcell enhanced if placed inside the cavity, determined by the quality factor of the
cavity [77, 78]. However, as shown in fig. 7.1.b, increasing the cavity quality factor
leads to decreasing transmission out of the cavity. The NOEM mirror would here
be a key asset, as its tunable reflectivity would allow for coherent control of these
properties, so an optimal trade-off can be reached for the experiment at hand.

The tunability of the spontaneous decay rate of a QD by the NOEM phase
shifter is manifestly affected by device losses. Reducing device losses is therefore
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critical in improving the performance of the NOEM phase shifter. Advancing fabri-
cation processes and shortening the device loop is similarly expected to further this
goal. Specifically for the NOEM phase shifter, the contained y-splitter structure is
expected to be a large source of radiative losses. These can be further reduced by
optimizing the y-splitter geometry [79], or by incorporating a photonic-crystal-based
y-splitter [80]. Alternatively, a NOEM phase shifter device completely disposing of
the lossy y-splitter is here proposed, illustrated in fig. 7.1.c. This proposed device
comprises the NOEM directional coupler with photonic-crystal Bragg reflectors inte-
grated on two branches of the device. An asymmetry in the length of the two arms
containing the reflectors are incorporated to induce a π-phase difference between
them. This requires deterministic fabrication with a precision that is currently not
possible, but advances in the fabrication methods may prove this feasible in the near
future. The S-matrix for such a device is:

S =

[
r2 + t2 0

0 −(r2 + t2)

]
(7.1)

An analysis of the S-matrix with values from numerical simulations of the direc-
tional coupler are presented in fig 7.1.d. The resulting device is fully reflective for
all configurations of the directional coupler. The phase change induced by the de-
vice can be tuned by re-configuring the directional coupler. This phase shifter is
therefore effectively similar to the one presented in this work, but is expected to
have significantly smaller radiative losses, due to the shorter device length and the
absence of a y-splitter junction.

The devices presented in this work constitute important building blocks for the
scaling of quantum photonic experiments. They can readily be integrated and com-
bined with other photonic devices to form complex photonic architectures, towards
the goal of advanced, fully-integrated photonic quantum-information processing ap-
plications with multiple qubits.
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A
Cascading junctions formalism

The following derivation of the method of cascading junctions is adopted from ref.
[81], and is here applied to S-matrices describing optical structures. A cascade junc-
tion is defined as a connection between two ports from two different systems, with
corresponding individual S-matrices. By combining the two systems, this cascade
junction ends up becoming internal to the resulting system. This approach can
be generalised to any amount of ports and cascading junctions, with the only re-
quirement being that at least one port remains open to the environment. In the
following, the generalized case with two systems connected by n cascade junctions
is considered, illustrated in fig. A.1.

Port 1

Port 2

Port n-1

Port n

Port n+1

Port n+2

Port k-1

Port k

Port n+1

Port n+2

Port l-1

Port l-1

Port 1

Port 2

Port n-1

Port n

1

2

k-n-1

k-n

k-n+1

k-n+2

k+l-2n-1

k+l-2n

SYSTEM A
k ports

SYSTEM B
l ports

RESULTANT SYSTEM C
k+l-2n ports

Figure A.1: Generalized cascade connection. Cascading two systems with
k ports and l ports, respectively, with n junctions results in a combined system
with k+ l− 2n ports. The ports of the individual systems are numbered so that
the lowest number ports are cascaded.

For system A containing k ports and system B containing l ports, the combined sys-
tem C will have k+ l−2n ports. The ports are numbered so that the lowest number
ports of each system are combined to form the cascade junctions. To compute the
S-matrix of the combined system SC , the S-matrices of system A (SA) and system
B (SB) are split into four sections each as showed in fig. A.2, forming eight smaller
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matrices S1 to S8. These can then be inserted into the following equations that give

SA=

S1

SA1,1 SA1,2 SA1,n

SA2,1

SAn,1 SAn,n

S2

SA1,n+1 SA1,k

SAn,n+1 SAn,k

S3

SAn+1,1 SAn+1,n

SAk,1 SAk,n

S4

SAn+1,n+1 SAn+1,k

SAk,n+1 SAk,k

SB=

S5

SB1,1 SB1,2 SB1,n

SB2,1

SBn,1 SBn,n

S6

SB1,n+1 SB1,l

SBn,n+1 SBn,l

S7

SBn+1,1 SBn+1,n

SBl,1 SBl,n

S8

SBn+1,n+1 SBn+1,l

SBl,n+1 SBl,l

Figure A.2: Decomposition of the S-matrices. The S-matrices of systems
A and B are decomposed into eight smaller matrices, with system A forming the
matrices S1 to S4, and system B forming the matrices S5 to S8.

the components of SC :

SI = S3S5(I − S1S5)−1S2 + S4, (A.1)

SII = S3S5(I − S1S5)−1S1S6 + S3S6, (A.2)

SIII = S7(I − S1S5)−1S2, (A.3)

SIV = S7(I − S1S5)−1S1S6 + S8. (A.4)

Equations A.1-4 can subsequently be combined to generate the combined S-matrix
SC :

SC =

[
SI SII
SIII SIV

]
(A.5)

A.1 Degenerate cases

The previous equations are general, and can be used for any k, l and n. They can
however be greatly simplified in the following two degenerate cases:

1. k = n and l > n: all ports of system A are cascaded. In this case, S2, S3,
and S4 do not exist, eliminating equations A.1, A.2, and A.3. SC is then given
solely by equation A.4:

SC = SIV (A.6)

2. l = n and k > n: all ports of system B are cascaded. In this case, S6, S7,
and S8 do not exist, eliminating equations A.2, A.3, and A.4. SC is then given
solely by equation A.1:

SC = SI (A.7)
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A.2 Matlab code

A Matlab-function developed for this project to compute cascading junctions is
given below. It is called by cascade smatrices(S A,S B,nports), which takes
the inputs S A and S B, that are the two S-matrices to be combined, and nports,
that are the amount of cascading junctions. It can also handle symbolic variables,
but this requires the Symbolic Math Toolbox. Variables can be defined using the
syms command.

1 function S out = cascade smatrices(S A,S B,nports)
2 %This function can help you calculate the combined S−matrix
3 %for two devices in junction
4

5 %Defines S−matrices
6 s A = S A;
7 s B = S B;
8

9 %Specify number of cascading ports
10 n = nports;
11

12 %Finds number of ports in the two devices
13 k = length(s A);
14 l = length(s B);
15

16 %Calculates smaller matrices
17 s 1 = s A(1:n,1:n);
18 s 2 = s A(1:n,n+1:k);
19 s 3 = s A(n+1:k,1:n);
20 s 4 = s A(n+1:k,n+1:k);
21 s 5 = s B(1:n,1:n);
22 s 6 = s B(1:n,n+1:l);
23 s 7 = s B(n+1:l,1:n);
24 s 8 = s B(n+1:l,n+1:l);
25

26 %Calculates equations
27 s I = s 3*s 5*(inv(eye(n)−s 1*s 5))*s 2+s 4;
28 s II = s 3*s 5*(inv(eye(n)−s 1*s 5))*s 1*s 6+s 3*s 6;
29 s III = s 7*(inv(eye(n)−s 1*s 5))*s 2;
30 s IV = s 7*(inv(eye(n)−s 1*s 5))*s 1*s 6+s 8;
31

32 %Outputs combined S−matrix
33 S out = [s I,s II;s III,s IV];
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Optimized fabrication recipe

Chapter 3 introduced the general process for fabricating MEMS/NEMS devices.
This appendix presents the detailed fabrication recipe used in this work.

Metal deposition and lift-off

1. Cleave a 10 × 10 mm2 chip of undoped wafer with medium/high QD density
2. Sonicate in acetone (80 kHz, 30 % power) for 2 min. Flush with IPA and

blow-dry with N2

3. Spin-coat ∼ 60 µL ZEP520 resist at 2200 RPM for 60 sec
4. Bake on hot-plate at 185 °C for 5 min

4.1. Resulting thickness can be measured on Filmetrics Thin Film Measure-
ment system. Desired resist thickness is (550 ± 20) nm

4.2. If thickness is outside tolerance, strip resist in 70 °C NMP for 10 min,
followed by RT NMP for 2 min. Flush by IPA and blow-dry with N2.
Repeat from step 3

5. Run PEC on mask file with Beamfox Proximity. Suggested settings for Elionix
F-125 EBL system at 125 kV:
5.1. For thin electrodes and alignment markers: field size 500 µm, number of

dots 1 million, pitch 8, current 1 nA, clearance dose 150 µC/cm2. Average
dwell time should be 0.024 µs

5.2. For large bonding pads: field size 500 µm, number of dots 1 million, pitch
40, current 20 nA, clearance dose 180 µC/cm2. Average dwell time should
be 0.036 µs

6. Expose sample with Elionix F-125
7. Develop in n-amylacetate at RT for 70 sec. Rinse 10 sec in IPA and blow-dry
8. Descum in oxygen plasma at 100 W for 45 sec
9. In PVD system, apply Ar plasma etching for 60 sec before deposition. Evap-

orate 10 nm Cr followed by 170 nm Au
10. Lift-off: place sample in 80 °C NMP for 5 min. Sonicate (80 kHz, 50 % power)

for 30 sec. Again in 80 °NMP for 5-10 min. Sonicate again (80 kHz, 50 %
power) for 20 sec. Rinse in RT NMP for 2 min. Flush in IPA and blow-dry
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10.1. Warning: do not sonicate further. Overdoing lift-off can lead to stripping
of small electrodes, detrimental to device performance.

Etching of shallow-etched gratings

1. Dehydrate sample on hot-plate at 185 °C for 5 min
2. Spin-coat ∼ 60 µL CSAR 9% resist at 4000 RPM for 60 sec
3. Bake on hot-plate at 185 °C for 1 min

3.1. Desired resist thickness is (220 ± 10) nm
3.2. If thickness is outside tolerance, strip resist in RT 1,3-dioxolane for 10

min. Repeat from step 2.
4. Run PEC on mask file with Beamfox Proximity. Suggested settings for Elionix

F-125 EBL system at 125 kV: field size 500 µm, number of dots 1 million, pitch
4, current 1 nA, clearance dose 350 µC/cm2. Average dwell time should be
0.014 µs

5. Expose sample with Elionix F-125
6. Develop in n-amylacetate at -5 °C for 40 sec. Temperature should remain

stable throughout development. Temperature set point can be set to -10 °C if
struggling to maintain stable temperature. Rinse 10 sec in IPA and blow-dry
with N2

7. RIE in BCl3/Ar (5:10), RF power 43 W, pressure 20 mTorr. Monitor etching
depth with end-point detection in a 200× 200 µm2 square. User ends process
approximately when reflection curve has reached 11

4
period.

7.1. Etch depth can after resist removal be measured with a profilometer.
Etching depth should in reference square be (90 ± 10) nm.

8. Strip residual resist in RT 1,3-dioxolane for 10 min. Rinse 10 sec in IPA and
blow-dry with N2

Etching and undercut of photonic structures

1. Dehydrate sample on hot-plate at 185 °C for 5 min
2. Spin-coat ∼ 60 µL ZEP520 resist at 2200 RPM for 60 sec
3. Bake on hot-plate at 185 °C for 5 min

3.1. Desired resist thickness is (550 ± 20) nm
3.2. If thickness is outside tolerance, strip resist in 70 °C NMP for 10 min,

followed by RT NMP for 2 min. Flush by IPA and blow-dry with N2.
Repeat from step 2.

4. Run PEC on mask file with Beamfox Proximity. Suggested settings for Elionix
F-125 EBL system at 125 kV: field size 500 µm, number of dots 1 million, pitch
4, current 1 nA, clearance dose 350 µC/cm2. Average dwell time should be
0.014 µs

5. Expose sample with Elionix F-125
6. Develop in n-amylacetate at -5 °C for 40 sec. Rinse 10 sec in IPA and blow-dry

with N2

7. ICP etch in BCl3/Cl2/Ar (3:4:25), RF power 43 W, ICP power 300 W, pres-
sure 4.7 mTorr. Monitor etching depth with end-point detection on bulk resist.
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System ends process when roughly 260 nm resist remains. Etch time is typi-
cally 45-60 sec

8. Strip residual resist in 70 °C NMP for 10 min, followed by RT NMP for 2 min.
Rinse 10 sec in IPA and blow-dry with N2

9. Preparation for wet etching and subsequent cleaning procedure should be done
simultaneously
9.1. Clean all beakers and equipment with MQ water 5 times
9.2. Prepare small beaker with 5 % HF, 4 large beakers with MQ water
9.3. Prepare H3PO4:MQ 1:10 solution. Extract 5 mL H3PO4 with pipette and

deposit in beaker. Add 50 mL MQ water. Stir with pipette
9.4. Pour a few mL H2O2 in a plastic disposable beaker
9.5. Pour 10-15 mL MW water in medium sized plastic disposable beaker.

Fill 4 similar plastic beakers with IPA
10. Wet etching: Place sample in plastic boat, and submerge in HF for 44 sec.

Size of undercut depends on etching time.
11. End process by submerging in MQ water beaker, and subsequently switching

between MQ water beakers. Submersion time for MQ water beakers are 10
sec/1.5 min/3 min/5 min

12. Note: in general, when the boat is moved to a beaker, lightly stir for about
10 sec and place on the bottom of the beaker. MQ water beakers should be
cleaned with MQ water 5 times between each chemical cycle, and the MQ
water should be replaced anew

Finishing cleaning and drying procedure

1. Prepare with step 9.
2. Clean for 1 min in H2O2. Repeat MQ water cycle from step 11.
3. Deoxidize in H3PO4 solution for 1 min. Repeat MQ water cycle from step 11.
4. Place boat in beaker containing 10-15 mL MQ water. Slowly pour in IPA from

sidewall, as boat is gently stirred and moved upwards.
5. Transfer boat to 4 more beakers of IPA and submerge for 2 min in each.

Remove the boat in the second beaker
6. Clean all CPD holder parts with IPA and blow-dry with N2

7. Fill bottom part of CPD holder with IPA, place sample within, and assemble
the rest of the CPD holder

8. Clean inside of CPD chamber and stirring magnet with IPA and wipe dry. Fill
bottom of CPD chamber with IPA, and insert CPD holder. If required, fill in
IPA from the chamber sides until IPA level is slightly above the middle of the
viewing window

9. Close CPD chamber, open CO2 bottle, and run MemsTest2 recipe in the CPD
system. Drying time is approximately 2 hours

10. After completion, remove finished sample from CPD holder

Note: CSAR 13% can generally be used in place of ZEP520. Initial tests show that a
dose correction coefficient of 1.2 applied when exposing provides acceptable results.
At the time of writing, further tests are being conducted to optimize exposure pa-
rameters when using CSAR 13%.
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